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ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE TEACHERS* INSTITUTE UP TO
THE MIDDLE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
I. INTRODUCTION.
1, AIM AND SCOPE OP TREATMENT.
The purpose of this thesis is to give the results of an investigation as
to the origin and history of the teachers' institute previous to the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century. None of the investigations that have been
j
made hitherto into the history of the teachers' institute treat of its
origin or the earflsat stages of its development. In our discussion we
shall consider first, its origin; second, its history under school officials
without legal sanction; and third, its history under legal sanction.
2. LITERATURE ON THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
The literature on the subject of teachers* institute covers that period
of its history from the middle of the nineteenth century to the present
time. As early as 1852 William Russell, a very successful teacher and insti
tute instructor, prepared a work entitled "Suggestions on Teachers* Insti-
tutes". Nine years later Samuel PV Bates, Deputy of the Common Schools of
Pennsylvania, wrote a "Treatise on Teachers' Institutes". "The idea", he says,
"was suggested by numerous inquiries respecting the best method of conduct-
ing an institute" after the publication of his "Institute Lectures", In his
"Method of Teachers' Institutes and Theory of Education", which was a bound
volume of seventy-five pages and published in 1862, he discusses these
topics:- Value of institutes, object of institutes, organization of institu
tutes, township or district institutes, method of conducting institutes,
form of a constitution for an institute, and subjects for discussion at an
institute. In 1866 William B.Fowle,a very successful teacher and institute
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instructor, published a 258-page book giving his lectures which he had de-
livered at teachers' institutes. In 1886, at the request of the United
States Commissioner of Education, Hon, James H. Smart prepared the Circular of
Information No. 2 on "Teachers' Institutes" which sets forth the aims, pur-
poses, means, types, and methods of conducting them. The most recent treat-
ment of the teachers' institute is found in William Carl Ruediger's mon-
ograph (U.S. Bulletin 1911, No. 3 ), "Agencies for the Improvement of Teachers
in Service". No one of these has treated the origin of the teachers* insti-
tute. The last two, Smart and Ruediger, merely state when and by whom the
first institute was held.
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II. ORIGIN OF THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
1* INFLUENCES WHICH LED TO THE DEMAND FOR THE TBAININQ QP TEACHER8.
». Inorsased Interest in Popular Education.
The teachers 'Institute was a product of the educational revival which
was caused ,in part, by the industrial revolution, by the adoption of man-
hood suffrage, and by the growth of the feeling of the brotherhood of man.
These are some of the things that caused an increased interest and a demand
for universal education.
b. Problem of Class Instruction.
At the opening of the nineteenth century individual instruction was the dom-
inant mode in the elementary schools (Holmes: School Organization; pp. 12,
: 13 ).
Society could not afford a system of schools based on this method of teach-
ing. Economic aecessity compelled class instruction. During the second dec-
ade of the nineteenth century the cities of this country began to adopt this
mode of instruction. Some of the rural schools did not adopt it until forty
years later. During the transition from the individual mode to class instruc
tion, the need for trained teachers was keenly felt. A writer in the North
American Review for April, 1823 (pp.392) in urging the establishment of
schools for the preparation of teachers said :-
"The teachers have now very seldom any other preparation than they reoeive
in the very sohools where they afterwards instruot, where the advantages
for improvement are no better,"
As a general rule the untrained teacher uses the same method in teaching
as was employed by his instructors. In changing from the individual mode to
class instruction, many teachers made miserable failures. It was during this
transition period, the educational leaders began to urge the establishment
of special schools for the training of teachers.
o.A Desire on the ?art of a Pew Teaohers to Elevate the Profession.
Frequently the schools were taught by a class known as strollers and who
were a disgrace to the profession. The better class of teachers desired to
elevate the profession. With this in view many worthy teachers with the
friends of popular education formed organizations to create an interest in
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the coamon sohools. Those associations are important factors leading to
the establishment of the teachers' institute. After a time the public
observed that those teachers who associated for mutual imorovement, taught
better schools, and the public as well as the professional teachers demand-
ed that the indifferent teachers should assemble for improvement. Perhaps,
the first of these associations for the improvement of Common Schools was
formed at Middletown, Connecticut in 1799, and was called the Middlesex
County Association. One of its three objects was "to elevate the character
and qualifications of the teaohers". This association seems to have been
short-lived (Barnard: American Journal of Education; Vol. 2, pp.19 and Vol. 4;
PP.708 ).
In the autumn of 1826 a movement was started at Boston for the organiz-
ation of a "society of education". The invitation was issued by Mr.Thomas
B. Watts, the publisher of the American Journal of Education.The meeting was
held in the study of George Ticknor who, as a member of a committee appoint-
ed for this purpose, drew up the plan and purposes of the proposed associ-
ation. After due consideration a permanent organization was not effected
because of inexpediency (Barnard: American Journal of Education: Vol. 2, pp. 22).
j
Of the six articles of the proposed society, the second was "to aid in--
struotors in the discharge of their duties". "Every effort would be made"
to secure the "training of youth with reference to the business of teach-
ing" and "by instituting lectures on the various branches". After referrinf
to the publications of Mesera.Gallaudet and Johnson urging the establish-
ment of schools for the training of teachers, the report of the committee
oontinues:-
"A sohool op oollege for teaohers, though an excellent and practicable
I
ot) 3*°t, oannot be put into operation in a day, nor by any single aot of
' legislature, nor by the solitary efforts of any individual. If there is a
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se»Bon for ©vary thing under the sun,ther?> must be, in this undertaking,
en inoipient etege of ooaperetive feebleness and doubt and experiment and
heaerd, whioh, however , will no doubt give plaoe to a day of aaple auooeea,
in an unparalleled amount of private and publio good. The only queationa
are,_
(|JbAE>4_ehall the undertaking be ooamenoed ?2&a£Q „wftqm ?*
Here we have a proposed society which has for one of its objects the aid
of instructors by means of lectures whioh will eventually lead to the estab
lishment of a school or college for teachers. The essential idea of a teach
er8* institute
, the imparting of instruction in the art of teaching by
means of lectures, is here conceived, but as to how the idea will be put
into practical operation, Mr, Ticknor is not clear.
At the beginning of the third decade of the nineteenth century there
were several influences whioh led to the demand for the training of teach-
ers. Among these were, increased interest in popular education, the dis-
reputable character of many teachers, the problem of class instruction,
and the desire on the part of a few well qualified teachers to elevate the
profession.
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2. INFLUENCES WHICH LED DIRECTLY TO THE DEMAND FOR
THE TEACHERS ' INSTITUTE.
The different methods by which this training could be given were not
formulated intil the middle of the third decade. Early in the second quar-
ter of the nineteenth century, the movement for the training of teachers
took two definite directions; -one, for normal schools; and the other for a
teachers' institute. These influences were not antagonistic and yet they
kept surprisingly in separate channels. Of the forces which led to the
founding of teachers' institutes, the most important are:- First, the
American Lyceum; second, the influence of foreign teachers' conferences; and
third, the good results coming from private enterprises similar to the
teachers' institute of the present day.
a. American Lyoe«aa,s.
(
I UdfoA/i Atv^'Uence An £o\m-vivj Uoluntaty (WtXM.at-ltyn* of OeacneVfr.
The American Lyceum, founded in 1826, had for its object the diffusion of
useful knowledge and the improvement of the common schools. With this
purpose in view the Lyceum, under the leadership of Josiah Holbrook, advo-
cated association of teachers for mutual improvement. A writer to the
Boston Record in giving the benefits of the Lyceum said:-
"At such plaoes teaohers night hold weekly meetings, and introduce euoh
exeroises as would tend to improve themselves, and raise the oharaoter of
their sohools. " (American Journal of Eduoation, Vol. Ill, pp.500; Aug. 1828.
)
The editor of the American Journal of Education (Vol. III,pp.497; Aug. 1828)
in commenting on the value of Lyceums as a means of improving the teachers,
said:-
•Seminaries for teaohers are not as yet in regular operation to any con-
siderable extent; and desirable as they are, it must be sometime before one
teacher in a hundred oan obtain the benefits of them. The society (Lyceum)
proposes to furnish an accessible school of good praotioal instruction for
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teeohere, to every town where interest end enterprise auffiolent oen be
oelled into aotion.
The object? of the American Lyceum as set forth in a circular in 1828 by
the founder, Mr. Holbrook are "the improvement of its members in useful
knowledge, and the advancement of popular education, by introducing uniform-
ity and improvements in the common schools, by becoming auxiliary to Board
Education". At this time the state had neither fully provided nor assumed
control of elementary education. The Lyceum^ according to the idea of the
founder, proposed to assume a part of their control if not a part of their
support. About sixteen months later this idea is again set forth in greater
detail.
"One object whiob the Lyoeum system will probably effeot soon, is the
organization of the teachers in every part of the oountry, into a body,
whioh will enable then to oonsult and assist one another in procuring for
the profession that respectability, influence, and support, whioh its impor-
tance demands. In momt Lyoeums, teachers are not only members, but they
form a branch association among themselves, with the view of aiding each
other in their particular pursuits. This connection of teaohers with
lyoeums will furnish them with organs through whioh to act in oonoert, for
eaoh other»s improvement, for the benefit of the profession and of educa-
tion. Lyoeums not only furnish teaohers with channels of intercommunication,
but with apparatus and other accommodations for their improvement in sev-
eral towns. Perhaps the time may come when lyoeums may form, or furnish
boards of examiners for sohool teaohers, meeting for that purpose twice a
year, when all who wish to prooure certificates or licenses to teach, must
present themselves for examination. Perhaps no step oould more raise the
profession, though it is probable a distant one,
"»o subject can be more important than the qualifications of teaohers.
and the responsibility and support of the profession, and no measure is
probably so well calculated to effeot this most desirable object, as teaoh-
era* meetings, under the advantages whioh a lyoeum in every town mitfht
afford.
"The most respeotable teaohers in the several states have already agreed
to unite in definite measures to organise lyoeums, with the particular view
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of forming themaslvea in a body, with suoh facilities «b will enable them
to unite their views end efforts for their autual good, and for the good of
their country" (Ameriosn Journal of Kduoation: Vol. V, pp. 8; January 1830).
Here for the first time in America we have an organization which proposes
to improve the qualifications of teachers through an organization of teach-
ers. If the ideas of the Lyceum are realized this organization of teachers
will not be purely voluntary on the part of the teachers; for the
Lyceum is to set the standard for teaching by means of examinations which
they propose to give. The Lyceum never acquired this function, but it
conceived the idea that the controling authority of the common schools or-
ganize the teachers not only for mutual instruction but also for improve-
ment by means of lectures. When the state assumed complete control and ful-
ly determined to furnish adequate elementary instruction to all> the
state then carried out this conception of the Lyceum in assembling teachers
for instruction.
(3). 3fte GmeVlcau Ati^t^tu-te o£ Arvfc-tVuc^t-lon.
The call under which these "most respectable teachers" had agreed to or-
ganize themselves, was made in the name of the "State Committee of Lyceums"
(Barnard: American Journal of Education , Vol.11; pp. 23 I. The meeting or con-
vention assembled in Boston March 15,1830 and was called to order by
Josiah Holbrook who stated the objects, among which was "to acquire infor-
mation on subjects connected with the office and duty of teachers". Upon
voting "that it was expedient to form a permanent association of persons
engaged and interested in the business of instruction", (Barnard: American
Journal of Education; Vol.11, pp.24) a committee was appointed "to digest a
plan, and prepare a constitution for the proposed association" with in-
struction "to call a meeting for organization, when they should deem it
expedient". In due time the committee issued a call through the press in-
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viting "all teachers, either of the common schools or in Institutions of
a higher order, and all gentlemen who have ever been employed In the
business of teaching, and who still take an interest in the subject of ea>
uoation to attend and become members of the association, in whatever part
of the country they may reside". According to the call the convention met
on the nineteenth of August, 1850 at the State Bouse in Boston and organ-
ized the American Institute of Instruction.
Barnard in writing a record of its origin and history in July 1856 said
(American Journal of Education, Vol. II; pp*19 ):-
"Although, not the oldest formed, the American Institute of Instruction,
so far as we have any means of judging, is the oldest existing educa-
tional assooiation in this country. With its present objeot and constitu-
tion, it originated in a oonvention of teaohers and other friends of edu-
cation, to the number of over two hundred, held - -
-in Boston - - - - -
March 1830; and with a committee appointed by that meeting, « - - — »to
digest a plan, and prepare a constitution for a permanent association of
persons engaged or interested in the work of instruot ion '. This meeting
may have been suggested immediately by gatherings for lectures and dis-
cussions under the general name of lyoeums, wbloh were started by Josiah
Holbrook, in 182Q; but, the oonvention, and the resolution for a permanent
and more general organization, in all probability, grew out of. and formed
a part^a wide-spread movement or revival of interest and exertion in behalf
of common schools and other agencies of popular improvement, which began
to manifest itself as far baok as the beginning of the present century, and
in printed documents from 1818, until 1830, when it had reaohed a large
number of teaohers and publio spirited inviduals, in different parts of the
oountry.
The American Institute of Instruction is not a teachers' institute in the
modern sense. It was not provided for by legal statute and it was not di-
rected by any school officials. However, when the legislature of Massachus-
etts in 1835 upon the petition of a committee of whioh James G.Carter was
the chairman, appropriated three hundred dollars annually for five years
(American Institute of Instruction, 1835, pp.XXI. Annals «f Education; Vol. V,
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pp. 176; April 1835 )to be used by the Institute for the publication of Its
proceedings, a step was taken in the direction of establishing a teachers'
institute by the state*
(H). 8«-teivt and (]ood HWwit* of- th-e i^eeum fflpuement.
The Lyceum, true to Its chief object, was ever trying to Improve the
common schools. To do this It exerted a great Influence in awakening a
sentiment for better qualified teachers. According to Its plan, the teach-
ers should organize themselves not only for mutual Instruction, but In se-
curing qualified persons to lecture to them on subjects relating to their
profession. In 1830 the Central Committee of the Massachusetts Lyceums
issued a circular containing a series of resolutions passed February 19,
1830 at a meeting over which Gov. Lincoln presided. One of these resolu-
thus ran:-
"Resolved, That it be reoommended to the sohool teaohers in the several
towns, to oonneot themselves with lyoeums, and form a distinct olass or
division for their appropriate pursuits" (American Journal of Eduoation:
Vol. V,p P279; June 1830.)
From the number of similar resolutions passed during the 30' s, one would
infer there were many teachers and many communities that were not touched
by the desire for better schools. However, in many communities the teachers
either through their own initiative or through the influence of the
lyceum movement organized for mutual improvement. The movement for the or-
ganization of teachers began In 1830, and with the American Institute of
Instruction for an example, It continued through this decade. Every number
of the Annals of Education contains notices of teachers' conventions and
teachers' associations. Many of them were notices of their first meeting.
The June number, 1830, of the American Journal of Education gives us an
idea of the results of these assemblies of teachers. Quoting from an
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article entitled "Progress of Lyceums" ve give that part relating to teach-
ers' organisations :-
"By assooiatioift>f teachers as departments of Lyoeuma, many towns seam to
hare changed their oheraoter, and in them there ia now no oomplaint of
apathy in the parents, or indifference in teaohera and scholars. All are
animated, and resort to the same fountain of knowledge. The interest ia-
bihed at these meetings is oarried to the fireside, whioh makes it a
aohool of effioient and pleasing instruotion.
"County aasooiationsof teaohera, have been productive of auoh dood. and
promise to do more good for the sohools than any measure ever adopted. They
are generally held in connection with lyoeums; and the members, after ex-
plaining their mutual views and praotioe, return to their sohools better
qualified for their dignified and responsible profession" Umer ioan Journal
of Bduoation, June, 1880).
With such testimony as this as to the effect of association of teachers,
may we not expect that some steps will be taken to bring together those
apathetic teachers for instruction and to inspire them with zeal for the
improvement of the common schools ? And will not those teachers who have
acquired all information possible through mutual instruction welcome a ca-
pable lecturer on a subject relating to their profession ?
In two years, Holbrook's propaganda for the improvement of the common
schools by forming associations of teachers as departments of the Lyceum
secured the organization of many sooieties of teachers. The interest in
these associations is shown by the numerous inquiries concerning the method
of operation. The answer to these inquiries gave rise to an article in the
September number, 1830, of the American Journal of Education ( pp.41o ).As
to the best time for holding these general conventions of teachers the
writer suggests the month of August which is the usual month for holding
teachers' institutes at the present time. The interest in these assemblies
of teachers is shown by numerous inquiries for subjects of discussion at
these meetings. The article just mentioned (American Journal of Education;
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Sept. 1830; pp. 41o) closes by suggesting a list of subjects suitable for
assignment to "individual teachers upon which each may address tne assem-
bly".
Tns attention given to the methods of improving the common schools by the
National Lyceum at its first meeting, May 1881, shows its importance. Of
the ten subjects presented for discussion, four relate to the common
schools (Annals of Education; June 1631 ) The two following resolutions are
tns results of the discussion.
"Resolved, That in the opinion of this Lyoeum the weekly meetings of
teachers in towns, and in the semi-annual convention of teachers in coun-
ties, under the direction and aid of town and county Lyceums, are eminent-
ly calculated to improve the qualifications of teaohers, and advance the
interest, of schools. "
"Resolved, That this Lyceum consider the establishment of Seminaries for
the education of teacners, a most important part of every system of public
instruct ion. 11
from the comments of tns Annals of Education ( Vol, I; pD.276; June 1631)
on these resolutions it seems that tne members of the Lyceum thought tnese
semi-annual conventicns would lead to the establishment of teachers* sem-
inaries. The Annals showed in what way tne semi-annual conventions were
superior to the seminaries for the teachers.
"On tne qualification of osacr.srs, seaiaaries for that purpose were rec-
ommended; and semi-annual conventions of fcaaohars, under tne direction and
aid of town and county Lyceums, were &hougat to be highly important.
"Tne advantage of these teachers' meetings, both in towns and counties, is,
that they can go into operation imediately, so that even the summer sohools
already oommenoed can receive the benefit of them: that they can act in
the behalf of all teachers in the country, and can continue their opera-
tions and their benfits to every teacher during the whole of his engage-
ment, whether it be for three months or thirty years."
The movement for the organization of teachers was not confined to New
England. By the close of the year, 1831, the movement extended to Georgia,
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where, at Milledgeville, December 10, 1831, a Teachers' Society and Board
of Education for the state of Georgia was formed. A local teachers' asso-
latlon known as the Aoademic Institute was organised at Cincinnati in 1829.
Two years later the name was changed to The Western Literary Institute and
College of Teachers and became something more than a local organization,
(Fourth Annual Meeting of the Western Literary Institute and College of
Teachers), An association of teachers and those interested in education was
held at Vandalla, Illinois in 1833.
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b. Influence of Foreign Te»ohera' Conferences.
The movement started by Josiah Holbrook for the organization of teachers'
associations in 1828, was acoentuated three years later by articles appearing
in the periodical literature describing similar organizations in Germany,
In 1831, the Annals of Education (Vol.1; pp. 369; August, 1831) in reviewing
the constitution of two associations of this country and an address by
William Russell, said, "associations of teachers have long existed in Ger-
many; and have been regarded as an important means of exciting and main-
taining the spirit of improvement on education", Mr Russell, in describ-
ing the method of conducting these teachers' meetings in Germany, mentions
"that the expenses are paid in some oases by the government, and in others
by individuals". This is one of the features of the teaohers* institute
as conducted in this country at the present timejn closing me article,
the writer points out the advantages of similar associations in this
country.
"Assooiat ions, farmed on these principles, and holding regular Meetings,
would do more to improve the sohoola of our state, than all the laws and
measures whioh legislative wisdom oan devise without. Indeed, we believe,
that it is only by measures of thie kind that the impulse oan be given to
legislative bodies. In the arbitrary government of Europe, enlightened
rulers may originate measures to enlighten and improve their people; and
it is in this manner that muoh has been done in Germany, not by aooumlatingl
funds for sohools, or simply imposing taxes, but by demanding ample quali-
fications in teaohers, and providing the best means of instruotion for
them in their professional studies. In our oountry, the rulers must adopt
their measures to.pyb, jig .flBi^aglU, if they mean to give them effioaoy, and
to retain their own influence. The law whioh is passed in opposition to
this, beoomes almost of oourse, a dead letter; and the only effeotual mode
of promoting improvemen%s, is to enlighten the publio mind, and elevate
the publio opinion, until it demands those measures whioh would be now
regarded with apathy or dislike*. (Annals of Education; Aug. 1831 ),
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With the view of "enlightening the publio Bind" the Annals of Education
continued to publish numerous articles describing the method of holding
teachers* conferences in Germany and the advantages that were derived from
them. The December number of 1831 urged preparatory schools, which were
similar to the teachers' institute, as a step leading th the establish-
ment of teachers' seminaries.
"We are gratified to find an increasing interest in Teaohers ' Seminaries
notwithstanding the opposition of some of the conservative party in ed-
ucation. We believe, however, that preparatory sohools, for short periods
of the year, will be found necessary here as they were in Europe, to open
the way for then. Sot that we suppose a few weeks' instruction, will alone
qualify either sex for sustaining the high responsibility of forming and
guiding the youthful mind and heart; but because those, who now see the
neoessity ofjftift preparation for the task, will in this way and, perhaps,
by this means alone, ever come to entertain just and adequate views of the
subjeot, and to take measures to render the profession of teaohing as in-
fluential and respeotable as its importance demands. " (Annals of Eduoation,
December 1831, pp. 594 )
.
Although the influence of teachers' conferences in Germany aided the
professional teachers and the friends of popular education in arousing
y
some of the teaohers to assemble for improvement, and although much was
accomplished, the great mass of the common school teachers were indiffer-
ent and made no effort to improve. Something more than mere voluntary
associations was needed. The report of Dr.Julius of Hamburg, Germany on the
Prussian System of Teachers' Seminaries, appended to the report of the
Committee on Education of the House of Representatives, Massachusetts, in
March 1835, show that these assemblies of teachers in Germany are not
wholly voluntary. They are directed and are under the control of the gov-
ernment. This part of the report reads thus:-
"The sohool masters whioh have an appointment are sometimes (perhaps
every year ) assembled at the nearest seminary for the purpose of reoeiving
there during three or four weeks, a term of instruction on methods newly
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invented in the progress of the art of teaching.
"The eohool masters of the oirole (nearly equal to one or two townahipa)
have under the protection of the government, weekly oonferenoea, where
they dieouea the different methods of instruction, oomment on now works on
eduoation, keep exaot minutes of these transact ions, and read their own
obaervations or papera On those subjects, (Annals of Eduoat ion, Vol. V, pp.
183,184 and Barnard: American Journal of Education, Vol. 16, pp. 90),
Six or Beven years after this report the sohool officials in this country
began advocating compulsory attendance (page 41 The Annals of Education
for May 1836 publishe s a letter from Hofwyl which gives a review of a re-
port of a superintendent of one of the school districts of Prussia. In re-
gard to conferences of teachers the writer said:-
"Agreeably to the regulations of this district, twelve General Confer-
enoes are held annually, which all the teachers of the district attend; and
in addition to these, smaller assemblies, oonduoted by some olergyaan or
experienced teacher are held in convenient plaoes. In the general confer-
ences, the subjeots on which the inspector has found the schools deficient,
are brought forward, and experienced teaohers are called upon to describe
better methods of instruction.
"Arithmetic and vocal musio, he observed, had been in this manner so
far improved, that the instruction was not merely satisfactory, hut in
many oases extraordinary. Reading was the next subject assigned. Instruct-
ion was given in German and German history, in a manner which produoed
happy results. The instruction in language was given in smaller conferences
or associations, by requiring the teaohers to write on the subjects as-
signed, and oorreoting their exeroises publicly.
"He found great zeal for improvement among teaohers in these oonferenoes,
and after remarking on some of the errors he found in the schools of those
assembled on one of these occasions, he received the assurance that he
would find them corrected when he returned the next year.
"Many of the teachers came from a distanoe, in bad weather and through
bad roads, on foot, to attend these meetings; and the superintendent pro-
poses that this seal should be encouraged, and rewarded by a moderate
addition to their remuneration. He also found one of the civil officers
at this conference who exhibited much interest in the state of the sohools"
(Annals of Eduoation; Vol. VI, pp. 206).
The next number of the Annals, June 1836, contains another letter from
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Hofwyl on •Courses of Instruction for the Improvement of Teachers". The
writer shows that teachers' seminaries are not wholly adequate for the
training of teachers. In stating the problem of teacher-training, he elab-
orates the idea already expressed by Ticknor in 1826 and by others since
(pages 6, 7, and 14 ). He stated the problem thus:-
"The sohools are already furnished with teaohers. The number who oan be
prepared annually, oan do little more than fill the vacant plaoes; and
among us oannot provide for the rapid inorease of our juvenile population.
The influence of the seminaries will soaroely be felt by the sohool gen-
eration now receiving instruction - whose life of eduoation is generally
limited to five or seven years. What, then, is to be done for teaohers
already employed
- for the pupils who oan never enjoy the instruction of
one who has been thouroughly trained ? Useful books and journals may,
indeed.be published with happy influence. Association of teachers will do
auoh good. Publio leotures, during the short period of their meetings,
are of great value. But all of these means reach only^khe, f egjn whose cir-
oumstanoes and time allow the enjoyment of these privileges - who are al-
ready sensible of their deficiencies. What is to be done f or^jfee^jBajiy.
,
who have not the power or the zeal to procure these advantages ?"
The writer told how the oroblem had been solved in the duchy of Nassau
by the establishment of summer schools and teachers' conferences under the
direction of the school offioials. He thinks trained teachers will also be
benefited by attending annual conferences.
"It was out of the question to place the existing teaohers in a seminary;
and there was no other feasible plan but to endeavor to instruct a few,
who should be the apostles of better opinions and practices. Arrangements
were made for a oourse of instruction in the great principles of eduoation.
The most able instructors were selected from the respective distriots and
were oalled to nass two or three months of the summer, at publio expense,
in learning the best methods of instruction and discipline, and witnessing 1
their praotioal operation in the model sohool. In this way, they were pre-
pared to introduce a better system in their own schools; they oould give
evidenoe of the results, and gradually overcome prejudices of the people.
In order to extend this influence, oonferenoes or associations of teaohers
were formed in each district, in which the new plans and books were intro-
duced, and all the teachers of the district had an opportunity of learning
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the principles and hearing the evidenoe of their effaot. It is unnecessary
to give any assurance of the happy effect of this simple and thorough
system: or to express our oonviotion that it is the most rational, thecal*
fitCAQ^Utl olan, for reforming the schools of any oountry.
"Where no seminaries for teachers exist, its importance is great. But
even where they are in operation, there is still need of some measure of
this kind. The course of instruction in a seminary is neoessarily short
and imperfeot, oompared with the extent of the subjeot and the wants of
the teaohers. A mind not fully matured, and imperfeotly oultivated. oannot
seise at onoe, a correct and praotioal manner, principles so new and so
extensive as those of eduoation - much less oan it retain them and apply
them with judgment to the multitude of minds and the variety of circum-
stances brought before it in the life of a teacher. It is highly impor-
tant that even the pupils of a seminary should have opportunity of review-
ing what they have learned; pf hearing again the lessons, many of whioh
they did not fully understand, for want ofknowing the circumstances in
whioh they were to be applied. It would save them a bitter lesson, if they
oould enjoy the privilege of ooming again to their experienced teaohers,
to present the difficulties and doubts which they encountered." (Annals of
Eduoation; Vol. VI;pp.241 - 248
;
JUne 1836).
William C.Woodbridge upon becoming foreign editor, continued to keep the
readers of the Annals informed on the condition and progress of education
in Europe, especially the means of educating teachers. In the November
number. 1837, (Vol.VII; np.500 -509) he gave an account of the method of
training teachers in the Canton of Seufchatel. Switzerland. The Commission
of State for Public Education held teachers' conferences instead
of establishing a normal school. In many respects these conferences were
similar to our teachers' institutes. They were held under the di-
rection of the school officials. The expenses for conducting them were
not only paid by the government, but the personal expenses of the teachers
"were provided for, gratuitously, by the funds of the State and the hos-
pitality of the citizens'*. In closing Woodbridge says :-
"I have received the reports of five annual oonferenoes, whioh were
rendered deeply interesting, by the experience, judgment, zeal, and piety
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whioh marked oommunioat ions, and voluntary addresses of the teach-
ers, and fully satisfied the Comittee of Superintendence, that they will
produoe the most happy results to the sohools of Neufohatel* (Annals of
Education; Vol. VII;o P# 607 - 609 ).
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Tbe Annals of Education for November 1836 (pp. 525 ) announced that
"temporary courses of instruction for teachers", which have been so use-
ful in Germany and Switzerland have also been successfully attempted in
France, About this time "temporary courses for the instruction of teach-
ers" were undertaken in this country.
o.The Boston Academy of Musio.
The Boston Academy of Music organized in 1833 took the lead in this
movement. Among the officers of the Academy were Lowell Mason, Professor;
George J. Webb, Associate Professor; and William C. Woodbridge, Corresponding
Secretary. It was Woodbridge who had induced Lowell Mason to give in-
struction in vocal music according tor the methods of Pestalozzi and who
had been so successful that many persons thought the methods of Pesta-
lozzi were applicable to the teaching of music only. It was Woodbridge
who as editor of the Annals of Education had been advocating teachers'
conferences and associations in this country similar to those in Europe,
Of the nine purposes of the Boston Academy of Music the third one read:-
"To form a olass for instruction in the methods of teaohing musio, whioh
may be oomnosed of teachers, parents, and all other persons desirous to
qualify themselves for teaching musie". (The American History and Encyclo-
pedia of Musio;Volume on American Musio by Frank Damrosoh; page 19).
In a biographical sketch of Lowell Mason in Barnard's American Journal
of Education (Vol.4; pp.144 ) the statement is made that "one of the very
first regular teachers* institutes'ever held in our country was that held
in Boston, in August 1834, by the Academy, for instruction in the methods
of teaching music. One might infer from this that it was then called a
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teachers' institute. The author of the sketch wishes to convey the idea
that its spirit and methods were the same as those of the teachers' in-
stitute of a later day. The annual reports of the Academy are reviewed in
the current numbers of the Annals of Education and the North American
Review and in no instance are these meetings referred to as a teachers'in
stitute. In the July number. 1836, of the Annals of Education there is
published a letter from one who had attended this class of meetings of
the Academy last autumn and he refers to it as the "Teachers Class". The
following is quoted from "The American History and Encyclopedia of Music
(Volume on American Music, pp.26, 27 )as taken from an extract of an adver-
tisement of the Boston Academyof Music. This extract indicates the name
as well as the scope and plan of instruction.
"TEACHERS' CLASS OF 1839.
"A course of instruction to teachers of vooal musio will commenoe on
Tuesday, August 20th, at 10 o'clock A.M., and will continue daily for ten
days, as follows; viz,
1. Leotures on the Elementary Principles of Music.
2. Exercises in Singing, designed to improve the taste and promote a oor-
reot manner of performance in sacred and seoular musio.
8, Rudiments of Harmony and Thoroughness.
4. Meetings of the class for the disoussion of musioal subjeots.
6, It isexpeoted, also, that there will be public performances of musio bj
the olass.
"The whole course will be adopted to the wants of teaohers of Singing
Sohools, consisting of either adult or juvenile singing classes; or for
suoh teaohers of Common Sohools, male or female, as are desirioue of intrc
duoing musio as a regular branoh of instruction, Eto. "
In reviewing the work of the Academy from 1833 to 1840 inclusive, the
North American Review in April 1841 made the following comment on this
phase of its work:-
"The next prominent step in the progress of the Aoademy was the forma-
tion of a class of teaohers of music, who have found it for their advan-
tage to assemble annually, and hear lectures on the more important branches
of the crofe'ssion. "
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d.Private "Temporary" Normal Sohools.
The next effort toward establishing "temporary?' courses for the instruc-
tion of teachers, that we have noticed, was made by the New York State
Society for the improvement of Schools. At a state meeting held at Utica,
May 11,1837, it recommended "that county associations (auxiliaries to the
state ) appoint agents «hose duty it shall be to organize town societies,
to lecture on the beat modes of teaching, encourage the establishment of
lmB££&£2 ftfiiUttlfi for. fliialUiiJD^.ifiacbfijcfi, and to do all in their power to
effect, from time to time, improvement in modes of teaching and management
of schools". (Barnard: American Journal of Education; Vol. 15; pp. 351-- 3524.
Pursuant to this recommendation the Jefferson County Teachers 1 Association
held a temporary school for qualifying teachers (Annals of Education: Vol*
VII; pp.425, 426; Sept. 1837 ). The following is extracted from the close of
the Circular:
-
"While we rejoice in the good that has already been done, we feel a per-
feot assuranoe that the time has arrived for more vigorous and definite
aotion in effecting speoifio improvements in oommon school eduoation.
"With this view, the Executive Committee of the •Jeffersdn County Teachers*
Association* have seoured the servioes of Mr. Stephen B. Sweet as Agent, who |
will visit the principal places in the county - leoture on the subjeot of
education
- the oondition of our schools, and the neoessity and means of
their improvement. He will also make known, and as far as practicable, cir-
culate popular and valuable works on eduoation.
"On the first Wednesday in September next (the present month) a temporary
Sohool will be opened in the village of Watertown, for the purpose of qual-
ifying Teachers for the winter sohools. This sohool will oontinue eight
weeks
- Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic, three very essential branches in
whioh many of our teaohers are deficient, will claim 4££C.ifei^ attenft i^p .
Competent and efficient teaohers will be employed for these departments.
Lectures wiil be given on English Grammar, accompanied by recitation and
parsing. The method of teaching Geography will be such as greatly facilitate
its acquisition. Orthography will reoeive proper attention, and lectures
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will be delivered before the eohool during its session on sohool govern-
ment end other subjeote of interest oonneoted with the business of teeoh-
ing. The terms of instruction sill be $6 for the term; for half the term
or one month, $3,
"At the olose of the sohool, a county meeting will be held at Water-
town to oontinue in session not lass than two days; lectures will be given
before the meeting on appropriate subjeote, and the friends of oommon
sohools will give their views as to the means of improving them, and the
necessity of aotion on the part of every olass of our oitizens.
"During the months of December, January, and February, Mr. Sweet will
again pass through the different towns in the oounty with a view toward
organizing teachers' associations in the towns for mutual improvement , and
also to oontinue his lectures on eduoation.
"In Maroh another temporary oourse on instruction will oommenoe, and
continue eight weeks, for the purpose of qualifying young ladies and others
who intend to teach during the summer.
"The plan thus proposed requires about ten months for its completion. In
that time we shall have a fair test of its utility. In the opinion of the
Committee, the leotures,the oiroulation of the periodicals and books on
eduoation, the sohool for the exolusive object of qualifying teaohers, the
oounty convention and the association of teachers in the respective towns,
all oombined, cannot fail to be deoidedly beneficial."
The accounts of this movement do not give any definite information as to
who prompted the resolution for temporary normal schools in the New York
State Society for the Improvement of Schools. Barnard tells us (American
Journal of Education, Vol. 15, pr.360 ) that the notice of the call for a
meeting of the common school teachers of the state of New York was first
published in a paper edited by Mr.J.Orville Taylor. Among the temporary
officers of the convention which met at Albany September 1836, 3.R. Sweet
was one of the secretaries. At the meeting of May 1837, Samuel N. Sweet
was secretary. In September of this year, as we have just noticed (pp.24),
Stephen R. Sweet was the agent for the Jefferson County Teachers' Asso-
ciation and was engaged to hold in that county a temporary school for
teachers. How many other "temporary schools" were held in New York we do
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not know. As this society did not hold any more meeting after making this
recommendation, and as we do not find any record of any more •temporary
schools - in the state until 1642 we infer there were none or a very few
held. Later, September 1842, we again find Stephen R. Sweet holding a "tem-
porary normal school" at Kingsboro.in Fulton county, New York. The intro-
ductory address of Mr.Sweet on the opening of the school, would indicate
that the idea set forth in the resolution of the Society bad not been
carried out. (page 24). He exclaims:
-
"Who shall say, but that an all-wise Providenoe has designed, that as
Pulton was the first to dieoover and apply steam to locomotion; almost
annihilating distance, and bringing th© distant parts of the earth togeth-
er; so the oounty bearing his name shall be the favored spot to put into
operation a nobler and more powerful engine, destined to elevate the ohar-
aoter of our common schools, and make them what they ought to be, the safe
guards of our dear bought liberties, and precursors of a moral and intel-
lectual millenium.
" (Annual Report of Superintendent of Common Schools of
the State of New York made January 13,1848; Vol.30; pp. 172).
While advocating the establishment of normal schools the friends of ed-
ucation still kept before the teachers and the public the advantages of
teachers' meetings of various kinds as a means of improvement. The August
number of the Annals of Education for 1837 (Vol. VII; pp.371) thus sets
forth their purpose :-
"We do and must insist on the importance of teachers' meetings for mu-
tual improvement. We care not by what name these associations are oalled-
oonventions, lyoeum, oollege. association, or simply teachers' meetings.
It is the thing that is wanted. It is this for which we have been, from
time to time, during the course of many years, laboring. It is the meetings
of this kind, which are doing so much good for common schools in the great
States of New York and Ohio; and it is the same sort of machinery which
must be put in motion in all of the States where oommon education will re-
oeive the attention, or oommand the respect to whioh it is entitled.
"Teachers* Associations promise great good to this oommunity. We wish
they were more frequent, as well as better attended; and oonduoted with
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more apirit. We wiah. moreover, it were * more prominent objeot of theee
meetings to gain en inoreese of interest in and love for the profeaaion."
Although in many places, the teachers had organized themselves for mu-
tual improvement, the great mass of the teachers had neither identified
themselves with an organization nor been influenced by these assemblies
for improvement. This led the National Lyceum in its eighth annual meeting
held at Hartford, Connecticut, May 1c, 1638, to again "recommend an asso-
ciation of teachers of public and private schools to be formed in every
town or school society throughout the country, and that they hold regular
periodical meetings for instruction relative to their duties and conditions
of their respective schools." (Annals of Education; Vol. VIII; pp. 282;
June 18S8.) For ten years the State Lyceums had been passing similar reso-
lutions.
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XXX, THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE HELD UNDER THE DIRECTION OF SCHOOL
OFFICIALS WITHOUT LEGAL SANCTION. PRIVATE SUPPORT.
In every instance, where associations of teachers had been formed, they
demon strated their value* The school officials now recognized their im-
portance and began to assume the initiative in calling the teachers to-
gether, although there was no legal provision giving the officials this
power.
I.BOSTON.
a. Semi-annual Meetings of Primary Teaohers.
The school officials of Boston were the first to take this step. Upon
the organization of the Board Feb. 8, 1838 it was "Voted, that Messrs.
Pray, R. i. Bayley, Bumstead, Cobb, Wales, and Otis, be a Committee to
consider and report upon the expediency of making!* the duty of the Stand-
ing Committee to call together the teachers and members of the Board of
the Primary Schools, Semi-Annually, in the week succeeding the meeting of
the whole Board, in April and October of each year, for the purpose of com-
municating to them the Semi-Annual report and such other information as
this Board may direct, or the Standing Committee may think useful and nec-
essary! (Wightman: Annals of the Primary Schools; pp. 169.) On the leth
of March the Committee, to whom the expediency of semi-annual meeting of
teachers was referred, reported favorably. The report consists of three
paragraphs. The first states the purpose of the proposed teachers* meeting.
In the second paragraph the Committee discusses the time in the week for
holding the meeting. The Committee must have had same doubt as to their
power to secure the attendance of the teachers. For this reason tfre Com-
mittee was very careful to select a time when the teachers w*uld be most
apt to cheerfully attend.
i 1
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"T© make these meetings ef feotuel, the report says, "it should be mad©
t he^di*** of^XX the tesohers of the Primary Sohoole to attend. To seoure
this, it would be obviously inexpedient and improper to take_iJ*ei£ time on
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, or any evening in the seek, as it might
be inoonvenient or imoraot ioable for them to attend. Your Committee, there-
fore reoommend that these meetings be held on Tuesday afternoons, and the
sohools be dismissed for thiB purpose. As it will require but two after-
noons in the year, they are of the opinion that the time lost by the child-
ren will be more than compensated by the good that aoorue to the teachers.
In the third paragraph the Committee gives their idea as to how to make
these meetings useful and instructive. The chief objects of the meetings
was for administrative purposes. "If time permits", the committee recommenc-
ed "addresses on the subject of education in general, or the improvement
in study, discipline, or modes of instruction. "These semi-annual meetings
of the Boston Primary Teachers were not teachers* institutes. Their prin-
cipal object was for administrative purposes, and professional improvement
was secondary. The chief object of teachers' institutes is professional
improvement, and the administrative purpose is secondary. However, the
assembling of the Boston primary teachers marks the first step of school
officials toward calling teachers together for their professional improve-
ment.
On May 8, 1838, the first semi-annual meeting of the teachers to hear the!
reports of the examinations of their schools, was accordingly held, at
which seventy-eight of the eighty-three teachers, and forty-two members of
the Committee were present. After the reports were read, several addresses
were made by members of the Standing Committee, and other eminent friends
of education. From this time these meetings of teachers were regularly held
semi-annualfy, and have been regarded as an interesting and important aux-
iliary in the improvement of schools.
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b. Weekly Meetings of the Boston Primary Teaohers.
The weekly meetings were a "course of lectures; for the benefit,chiefly,
of elementary female teachers, which were continued for at least twelve
weeks. These lectures were given by some of the most distinguished friends
of education, and ohiefly practical instructors. Among them were Rev. Jacob
Abbot, Horace Mann, G. H. Emerson, William Russell, and F. G. Thayer,
(American Journal of Eduoatlon Vol. VIII; pp-626; Life of Mann by his Wife,
pp.99; and Connecticut Common School Journal, Vol. I; pp. 43).
2. CONNECTICUT,
s. Attempt to Secure Voluntary Associations of Teachers.
Upon the creation of the State Board of Commissioners of Common Schools
for Connecticut in 1638, the Secretary was directed by the Board to "hold
Conventions of School Visitors and Teachers, and the friends of popular
education generally, in the several Counties of the State, and to establish
a periodical devoted to the subject." {Connecticut Common School Journal;
Vol. I; pp. 6). As directed by the Board of Commissioners the secretary,
Henry Barnard, arranged for common school conventions in the different
counties of Connecticut for the purpose of arousing the people to the im-
portance of common schools with a view of improving them. At least four
of these county conventions passed resolutions during the year 1838 recom-
mending that the teachers form associations for mutual improvement in their
profession. The resolution passed by the Litchfield County Convention held
November 39, 1838, is typical of these.
"Besolved, That - we reoommend that teachers in each town form an
association among themselves, to further the great interest oommitted to
their oharge, and that a Convention of these sohools should be holden
onoe each season, when all oases of deoided improvement, whether by indi -
viduals,or sohools be notioed and applauded" (Connecticut Common School
Journal, Vol. I; pp. 32.)
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As a means of improving the schools Barnard endeavored to improve tbe
qualifications of teachers. This, he held, was one of the most important
problems for the friends of the common schools to solve. "Young teaohers",
be says, "can be aided in their business in four ways: 1st, by publica-
tions devoted to education; 2nd, by occasional instruction given by persons
of experience; 3rd, by practical experiments under the direction of well
qualified directore; 4th, by teachers' Seminaries! Barnard like Russell,
Holbrook, and Woodbridge advocated associations of teachers as a means of
improving the schools and the qualification of teachers. (pp. 8, 9, 13, 16,
20). In tbe December number, 1838, of the Connecticut Common School Jour-
nal he told about their progress and encouragement in Europe (Vol. I; pp.
46) :-
"The formation of these associations has been very generally recognised,
and we are glad to learn that they are coming into existence in many towns
in this state. That these aesooiations may promote the use-
fulness of schools, is the uniform experience of the states about us. They
are coming into existenoe, all over Pranoe, under the encouragement and
reoommendation of the minuter of Public Instruction. They have been and
still are found important aids in promoting education in Holland. 'These
societies or associations, are numerous' says a trsverer in Holland.- They
are generally of a looal oharaoter. Bight, ten, or more sohool-masters
residing near each other, form an association for the discussion of sub-
jects oonneoted with education, and report through their secretaries to the
editor of the "Contributions", (a periodical devoted to common sohool ed-
ucation) who publishes what he thinks is likely to be of general benfit.
There are at present upwards of two hundred of these societies, and above
two thousand sohool-masters are thus associated. In a report to the King,
made by the Minster of Publio Instruction, in the year 1818, these asso-
ciations are described as having been of the greatest utility."
The resolutions, urging teachers to form associations for mutual improve-
ment, as recommended by the lyceum and the school conventions held by
Barnard, resulted in only a few organizations of teachers for this purpose.
In his first report (May 7 r1839 ) to the Board of Commissioners of
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Comroon Schools Barnard says"in a few towns teachera have associated to-
gether for mutual improvement". It had become evident to Earnard that there
must be some provision made other than that by the teachers themselves, if
this improvement was to be brought about.
b. appeal to Friends of Eduoation to Assemble Teaohers for
Instruot ion.
With this end in view he made an appeal to the clergymen and friends of
education in the October number, 1838, of the Connecticut Common School
Journal to assemble teachers for the purpose of giving them instruction.
As an example of what may be accomplished in this way he gave the results
of the work of a clergyman in Switzerland. The same appeal is continued
in the Connecticut Common School Journal for February 1839 ( Vol.1, pp.69).
The last two paragraphs of the artiole entitled "Education of Teachers"
urges the friends of education to bring the teachers together for the
purpose of instructing them.
"The circulation, and attentive study of publioations on eduoation
should be actively promoted by every friend of improvement; and some de-
voted agent should present himself, in every township at least, with a
determination to do something for the benefit of the oommon eohool teaoh-
ers. We have written something on this object before; but its importanoe
leads us to allude to it again. It is evident that a little exert ion, made
even by a single respectable individual, in any township or oounty, might
serve to bring the teaohers together, to assooiate them in a society for
oommon improvement, to oolleot papers and books filled with information
of praotioal importanoe to their daily business, and to engage in the in-
vestigation of questions intimately oonneoted with the good of their pupils
as well as to bring them within the hearing of such suggestions and ap-
peals, suoh views of their duties, and such hints about the ways and means
of performing them, as they would generally value highly, and to turn to
good aooount. Suoh an influence as a good man may thus exeroise, at the
expense of but a few hours in a week, would prove more available than we
can estimate. If any should incline to doubt either his own ability to
aoquire stob influenoe, or the utility of suoh measures as we have
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alluded to, let bim but make a abort experiment, and hie doubts will
vanish.
"But tbere oan be nothing gained by delaying to found institutions for
aore formal eduoation of teaobere. While we urge the friends of sohools
to oome at onoe, and do what they oan to extend the advantages of improve-
ment to those now oonduoting the instruotion of the youth around them, we
are far from wishing to see any delay in the organisation and opening of
normal sohools. We should hope that the exertions of the individuals
would favor and expedite their creation."
©.Appeal to the Legislature for Financial Support.
The appeal to the friends of education to give instruction to teachers
did not produce the desired results. In May 1839, Barnard sought from the
state legislature. Through his influence the JointSelect Committee on
Common Schools of the House made the following report:
-
"That in their estimation, the main def ioienoy in the common sohools of
the state is an inadequate supply of well qualified teaohers, and to
supply this defioienoy, and thereby improve the quality and inorease the
amount of instruotion oommunioated in these sohools, whioh must forever
remain the prinoipal relianoe of a vast majority of the parents for the
eduoation of their ohildren, the experience of other states and oountries
demonstrate the necessity of making some legislative provision for the
eduoation of teaohera. With this view, and to seoure the oooperation
of oounties, towns, and individuals who may be more directly benefitted
by this appropriation, or who may ohoose to unite with the State in ele-
vating the oharaoter of the oommon sohools in the mode attempted, the
oommittee reoommend the passage of the soooapanying resolution. An of
whioh is respectfully submitted.
By order of the oommittee,
John A. Rockwell, Chairman.
"
"RESOLVED, That the Comptroller of Public Aooounts is hereby au-
thorised to draw an order on the treasurer in favor of the Board of
Commissioners of Common Sohools, for the sum of $5,000, or such por-
tions thereof as they may request, to be paid out of any money not
otherwise appropriated: Provided, said Board shall oertify that an a-
mount equal to that applied for, has been plaoed at their disposal;
both shall be expended under the direotion of said Board in promoting
and securing the qualifications in teaohers for the oommon sohools of
Cftnneot iout^
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"On the seoond reading of this resolution, a diaouseion - or rather an
expression of an opinion, for every thin* that was said was favorable to
the proposition - ensued, whioh oooupisd the forenoon. The resolution
finally passed the House without a dissenting voioe. It was lost in the
Senate, because the members did not understand its purpose. The resolu*-
tion was referred to the Board of Commissioners of Common Sohools to report
to the next General Assembly "a speoifio plan of expenditure* (Conneoti-
out Common Sohool Journal, Vol. II, pp. 7 and Barnard: Amerioan Journal of Ed-
uoation, Vpi, 15, pp.387).
Voluntary associations of teachers had now been advocated in this coun-
try for more than ten years, and they had been organized in a few places.
The attempt of Barnard in 1839 to secure state aid for this purpose marks
the beginning of an effort to get assemblies of teachers for instruction
at the expense and under the direction of the state, Horace Mann realized
that these assemblies of teachers must be secured through an influence
other than the teachers themselves. In giving a review of Mann's report
the North American Review of January 1841 (Vol.o2, pp.1691 said:-
"Much may be expected from teachers 1 meetings. In every instance in
whioh the instructors of a town have associated together, and had regular
meetings for disoussion, and oompariaon of opinions, and experience, a
visible effect of the most benefioial kind has been produoed on their
sohools. Wherever this oan be done, therefore, it should be done; and the
sohool oommittee, so far as it lies within their power, should see to it,
that neither the fact that teaohers have been strangers to eaoh other,
nor distance, nor the shortness of their engagement, should prevent them
from meeting together.
"By all these means, the teaohers may be somewhat, and often very muoh
improved. But, after all, for the aooomplishment of this grsat objeot, we
must look to the Normal Sohools, and other plaoes for the preparation of
teaohers." (Connecticut Common Sohool Journal; Vol, III, pp. 90 ).

d. Barnard 'a "Teachers' Class" at Hartford in 1839; in 1840.
In order to convince the skeptical of the value of teachers' meetings,
Barnard provided at his own expense a series of lectures which were given
in the building of the Hartford Grammar School beginning September 23,1839
and continuing six weeks. Although less than two weeks notice was given
twenty-three young men presented themselves at the beginning. The tenta-
tive arrangement of this "Teachers 1 Class" was as follows (Connecticut
Common School Journal; Vol.11, pp.52 ):-
"Mr. Wright, Prinoipal of the Hartford Grammar School, was to devote hie
time to thorough reoitation and explanation in Grammar, and to method of
sohool teaching and management.
"Mr. Post gave instruotion in Arithmetio, inoluding partioular explanation
of 3ule^, &o»
•Prof.Davies heard reoitations in some of the higher branobes of Mather
matios, whiobwill enable the teaoher to instruct to better advantage in the
winter sohool.
"The Bev. Mr. Barton had the department of Beading and Natural Philosophy
in bis oare.
"The Bev.Mr.Gallaudet explained the uses and best method of teaohing
oomposition. Later he was to take up the subjeot of Spelling, and Sohool
Government.
"Mr. Brace, the Prinoipal of the Hartford Female Seminary, was to explain
the first prinoiples of Mathematical and Astronomical Geography, with the
uses of Globes, &o.
"Mr.Snow,Prinoipal of the Centre District School, will give every
facility to these pupils to become aoquainted with the methods of teaohing
and government pursued in his sohoolT
The twenty-six young men who attended the lectures seemed to have been
pleased with the instruction as shown by the following "card":-
"The members of the Teachers' Class at the Hartford Grammar Sohool,
would return their most oordial thanks to those benevolent individuals to
whom they are indebted for the very exoellent course of instruotion
whioh they have been permitted to enjoy during a few weeks past. They also
beg leave to present their sinoere thanks to those gentlemen who have so
kindly instructed them; f^r the very familiar, luoid, and interesting
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manner in whioh the different aubjeota have been presented" (Connecticut
Common Sohool Journal; Vol. II, pp. 66 ).
Barnard demonstrated to his own satisfaction the utility of this kind
of teachers' meetings. He thus gives his views (Connecticut Common School
Journal; Vol.11, pp. 60 );-
"The suooese whioh hes attended the hasty, and neoessarily inperfeot
efforts to seoure the means of better qualification for teaohers is a
sure demonstration of the praot ioability of making some legislative pro-
vison for the eduoation of teaohers. We have no hesitation in sayings that
a judicious applioation of one fifth of the sum appropriated unanimously
by the House of Bepresentat ives to promote the eduoation of teaohers for
oommon sohodls, in the different sections of the State would have accom-
plished more for the usefulness of the ooming winter schools and the
ultimate prosperity of the sohool system, than the expenditure of half the
avails of the Sohool Fund in the present way. One thousand at least of the
eighteen hundred teaohers, would have enjoyed an opportunity of eritioal-
ly reviewing the studies whioh they will be oalled upon to teach, with a
full explanation of all the principles involved, and with referenoe to
the connection whioh one branch of knowledge bears to another, and also
the best methods of oommunioat ing each, and the adaptation of different
methods to different minds. They would have beoome familiar with the
views and methods of experienced teaohers, as they are oarried out in
better oonducted schools than those with which they are familiar with.
They would have entered upon their sohools with a rich fund of praotioal
knowledge, gathered from observation, conversation, and lectures, and with
many of their own defective, erroneous, and perhaps misohievous views,
oorreoted and improved. Who oan tell how many minds will be perverted, how
many tempers ruined, how muob injury done to the heart, the morals, and
the manners of the ohildren, in o<S>nsequenoe of the injudicious methods of
inexper ienoed and incompetent teaohers, the coming winter ? ----- n
(Connecticut Common Sohool Journal; Vol. II, pp. 65
To what extent Barnard was influenced by the Boston Academy of Music
in making this experiment for the improvement of teaohers, I have not
been able to determine. One thing is to be noted, that the. name, "Teachers'
Class? was the same as that applied to the meeting of the music teachers
held annually under the direction of the Boston Academy of Music.
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In setting forth "what can be done to improve the common schools this
winter", Barnard urged the board of visitors to "hold ststed meetings
as frequently as may be, and at least, once a month. Let teachers be invit-
ed to be present. Let every thing that relates to the present condition of
the schools, methods of teaching, studies pursued, books used, motives
appealed to, punishments inflicted, &c,&c. be made the topics of familiar
conversation or more formal, and even written disoussioa. Let teachers
state their difficulties, and the remedies be suggested, and especially
the best way to enlist the co-operation of parents be presented,- what-
ever may be done, let there be stated meetings of school visitors, and let
it be known that such meetings are held". "These conferences of teachers
are encouraged in Prussia, Holland, and France directly by those concerned
in the administration of their several systems of public instruction".
(Connecticut Common School Journal; Vol.11; pp.70).
To still further demonstrate the value of these conferences, he provided
a course of instruction in the Hartford Female Seminary for a olass of
females who have engaged, or propose to engage as teachers in the common
schools of the state the ensuing summer, to commence on the 18th of
February 1840 and to continue twelve weeks.
While recommending Normal Schools devoted exclusively to the education
of teachers as the means of securing an adequate supply of teachers, the
Board of Commissioners of Common Schools of Connecticut in their Second
Annual Report say, "a small amount of funds, judiciously expended in the
modes indicated by the Secretary in his Report, would, in the opinion of
the Board, accomplish a great, immediate good in improving the qualifi-
cations of our common school teachers". Barnard, in his report to the
Board, in discussing this plan of securing better qualified teachers said:-
1
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"Aoademies and Bimilar institutions oan beoooa more useful than they
now are in supplying good teaohers-
"First,by instituting a "teaohers' class in the winter and spring for
young ladies, and in the summer and autumn for young men, who have been
teaohers, or ewpeot to beoome suoh soon, Here they should have an oppor-
tunity to revise the studies of the distriot sohool, and reoeive suoh
knowledge of the beet methods and familiar praotioal illustrations as the
prinoipal and other friends of eduoation oan give during the period
allotted to the oourse. An experiment of this kind was tried at Hartford
in the Srammar Sohool with a olass of twenty-six young men, and in the
Female Seminary with a olass of sixteen young ladies, with the most grat-
ifying results." (Conneotiout Common Sohool Journal ; Vol. II, pp. 218).
Barnard's American Journal of Education for September 1865 (Vol. 15, pp.
387) claims that these "Teachers' Classes" at Hartford were the "first of
a class of meetings now known as teachers' institutes". This name, however
was not applied to them until 1843. While their functidn and method of
conducting them were similar to the institutes of the present day, their
length would almost, if not entirely, exclude them from the class now known
as teachers* institutes. Ruediger in his monograph on "Agencies for the
improvement of Teachers in Service" does not discuss the origin of teach-
ers' institutes, but says, "the first institute held on American
soil is credited to the initiative of Henry Barnard" (pp. 10). However,
in distinguishing teachers' meetings, institutes, and summer normal
schools, the time element, according to Ruediger, might be used (pp.8),
but this is a secondary consideration. "A teachers' meeting usually con-
tinues in session 1 day, or perhaps 2; an institute from 3 to 10 days; and
a summer normal from 3 to 8 weeks". The time element alone would put the
meetings arranged for at Hartford by Barnard in the class known as summer
normal schools.
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3. NEW YORK.
A reaction against the educational reforms of Barnard set in
, and in
1842 he was legislated out of office. Meanwhile New York took a decided
educational advance.
a. County Superintendents Appointed.
At the recommendation of John C.Spencer, secretary of state and Superin-
tendent of Common Schools, the legislature provided in May 1841 for the
appointment of county superintendents in the various counties of the state.
They were appointed at once and entered the succeeding winter upon the
discharge of their official duties. In May the next year, a Convention of
County Superintendents met at Utica, at which 42 out of the 49 superin-
tendents were present. Among others who participated in the convention
were State Superintendent Young, Horace Mann, George B.Emerson,Rev.WilliaiE
Gallaudet,*'rancis Dwight,Rev.Dr.Alonzo Potter.and Salem Town.The training
of teachers was the important topic for discussion.
b. Condition of the Softools and the Qualification of the Teachers.
These county superintendents in their reports to the state superinten-
dent give a good idea of the qualifications of the teachers whom they had
supervised the preceding winter and their need of training. County Supt.
Henry S.Randell voiced the opinions of the superintendents of the state
in saying "the cardinal, and to a greater or less extent
, the universal
defect in the system cf teaching, consists in a constant appeal made to
the memory, instead of the understanding- the thinking and reflective
faculties" (Annual Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools of the
State of New York made to the Legislature Jan. 13 ,1843, pp. 132 ).
Supt. Ira Mayhew in describing the method of teaching realing , said, the
"scholars are frequently introduced to the twenty-six letters of the al-
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phabet,four times a day for several weeks in succession, without making
a single acquaintance. They occasionally become so familiar with their
names and order as to repeat them down and back, as well without the book
as with it, before learning a single letter."
Supt.A.Burgess of Allegany county put his teachers into four groups. The
first group was composed of about one-sixth of all the teachers and were
ranked as first class. The second group was more numerous and are called
second rate teachers. The third group did as much harm as good, and the
fourth group were wholly incompetent and did more harm than good. (Annual
Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools of the State of New York,
made to the Legislature Jan. 13, 1642.
)
In the same report (page 365) Supt.J.S.Denman of Tompkins county thus
described conditions in his county:
-
"In the mode of teaobing, all that strikes the eye of the attentive ob-
server in a majority of schools, is confusion and jargon, and that oon-
fusion is of almost as many varieties as there are different schools."
All the reports of the county superintendents show that the need of im-
provement in the common schools was urgent.
o. Attempts to Improve the Gualif ioat ions of the Teachers.
The superintendents suggest various ways and give account of the differ-
ent attempts to improve the schools, especially the qualifications of the
teachers.
U).PvU>ote Oemfeowm IWutnat AeftocU,
-Dctunta^ attendance.
Among these attempts, the State Superintendent of Common Schools calls
attention to the report of County Supt.F.B.Sprague of Fulton county who
gave an account of a "temporary normal school" at Kingsboro (Annual Report
of the Common Schools of the State of New York, made to the Legislature
Jan. 1843; pp. 178 ). This school continued in session eight weeks. It had
4
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all the characterises of Barnard's "Teachers' Class" at Hartford with
the exception that it was not held and directed by a school official. It
was a private venture and for this reason does not come under the class of
meetings now known as the teachers' institute. However it performed to
a great extent the function of one. Concerning its influence the County
Superintendent in his next report to the State Superintendent said (pp.
293 ):-
"The effeots produoed by that unaided effort to improve the teaohere of
this oounty, were good and many of our aohoola are now reaping the benefit
of it. I think I ahall be safe in saying that three-fourths if not more of
those who attended that normal sohool taught better district sohools the
succeeding term by fifty per cent, than they taught the year before. I
discovered a great ohange in the teaoher s. They appeared to have more life
and animation than formerly, and the soholare seemed to be imbued with
the same spirit, and the teaohera and soholars appeared to have discovered
this truth, that teaohing had something to do with the powers of the mind.
I notioed that the soholars manifested a deeper interest in the exeroises
than formerly, and as might be expeoted loved the sohool room better?
At the close of the school a teachers' association for the county was
formed, and the following resolution was adopted:
-
"Resolved, that a system of temporary Normal Sohools would be an efficient
aid in produoing the so much desired reform in our common sohool system,
and the late Kingsboro Normal School, under the charge of Mr. S. R. Sweet,
has been prcductive of results that will tell favorably upon the oounty of
Pulton and education generally" (Barnard: American Journal of Education-
Vol. 15, pp. 397).
UhAufct.Alenmati &uo<*e*>W Comfju'UoXy attendance.
Voluntary associations and temporary normal schools for those teachers
who should choose to attend had been advocated in this country for more
than ten years. While these had been some help in improving the qualifica-
tions of a few ambitious teachers, these agencies had not reached and
never would secure the improvement of the great mass of the common school
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teachers. Among those who realized this was J. S. Denman, Superintendent of
Tompkins County. In bis report of 1842 to the State Superintendent he sug-
gested compulsory attendance. He expresses himself thus:-
"In addition to our aohools for the eduoation of teaohers, let ua hava
a teaohera* institution, - - where the teaohera ehall meet annually
and attend to the illuatration of the branohea usually taught in oommon
sohools, the disoussion of the praotioe of their profession, and in form-
ing plans for the more eaay development of the human mind. Let none of the
publio funds be paid to any teacher, who doea not annually attend suoh an
inatitution. If suoh an arrangement oan be made, I have no doubt that in
four years 1 time our oommon sohocls will rise from their low oondition to
oooupy a proud and happy eminenoe. Suoh an arrangement would renovate
our sohools throughout, oourBe of instruction, modes of teaohing, &o.
"
(Annual Report of the Superintendent of Common Sohoals of the State of New
York, made to the Legislature January 18,1843).
In advocating compulsory attendance Supt. Denman took a step in advance
of those who had previously advocated teachers' meetings. Penalizing of
teachers for non-attendanoe is a feature of the teachers' institute at the
present time in the majority of the states.
(8).3fe oeacfen^' &nfc.tvtute Keoevuecl aXi* l^ame I8H3.
Supt. Denman 's report was made in September or October of 1842, and at
once he began to arrange for a "teachers' institution". In April 1843, he
held a teachers' meeting which for the first time was called a teachers'
institute. We will let him tell it in his own words by quoting part of
his report to the State Superintendent in the fall of 1843 (pp.613 -616 ).
"Deeming the qualif ioat ion of teaohers one of the moat essential req-
uisites to the improvement of oommon sohools, and having observed the
fruitless effort to reaoh the mass of teaohers through the medium of normal
aohools, teaohers' departments, &o. , I presented, on the twenty first day of
October, 1842, to "Tompkins County Teaohers' A 8sooiat ion", then convened
at this place, a series of resolutions, sett ing forth the necessity of
united and efficient aotion on the part of teaohers, to elevate their pro-
feeaion, and the standard of oommon sohool eduoation; and calling on them
to establish a Teachers' Institute, where all the teaohers in the oounty
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might meet semi-annually, and spend from two to four weeks in reoeiving
> instruotion from efficient instructors, listening to leotures from soien-
tifio men disoussing various plans for the improvement of sohools, and
therefy bringing mind in oontaot with mind; and finally, having adopted a
uniform, and the most approved oourse of instruotion and modes of teaohing^
with one aooord to oarry them into all the sohools of the oountry.
"The first teaohers
' institute in the State, and probably in the world,
was «pened at this place on the fourth day of April, 1843, under the
management of the oounty superintendent, who had employed as instruotors,
the Hon. Salem Town, Rev. David Powell, end Prof. James Thompson, men of pro-
found erudition, and eminent ability. Twenty eight teaohers were in attend-
anoe, and received instruotion daily for a tarm of two weeks, in the best
modes of governing and teaohing the various oommon branches, ( whioh necessa-
rily inoluded a critical review of these branches,) and were instructed
in the analysis of the English language, vooal musio, and other branches
not heretofore usually taught in oommon sohools. At the olose of the term,
they left the institute highly pleased and much benefited; and I am happy
to say, having subsequently visited sohools taught by several of the mem-
bers of the institute, that the most approved methods of teaohing adopted
and reoommended at the institute, have been very suooessfully introduced
in most of the schools taught by those »ho were members; and having pre-
viously visited sohools taught by teaohers who attended the institute, i
and whose sohools I have subsequently visited
, it gives me great pleas-
ure to be able to state, that their sohools during the past summer have
been oonduoted from fifty to one hundred per oent. better than formerly.
•Through the medium of the teaohers* institutes, and in no other way
yet devised, the influenoe of able and effioient instruotors oan easily be
brought to bear upon all the sohools in the state.
"In view of the many benefits arising from suoh institutions, I would
re-speotfully oommend them to the favorable consideration of the Superin-
tendent
,
and suggest to him the propriety of reoommending to the Legisla-
ture to withdraw the money now appropriated for the purpose of eduoating
teachers, from all other institutions, and appropriate the same to the
payment of instruotors of teaohers' institutes, one to be looated in eaoh
oounty of the State. "(Annual Report of the Superintendent of Common
Sohools of the State of New York, made to the Legislature January 13 1844).
>
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These new associations called teachers* institutes which were organized
under the leadership of the county superintendents were deemed so impor -
tant that the State Superintendent published a communication from Salem
Town, a teacher of thirty years' experience who had attended the sessions
of each institute as an instructor, and who had been a highly efficient
agent in making them a success. Mr.Town was an earnest advocate of the
teachers' institute as a highly efficient means for improving the quali-
fication of teachers, and in this communication he gave the nature of the
instruction imparted and direction for holding them.
(<vi. 3fe corvfo/O'i o£ a teaoliet^'
-iti^t-vtute.
The next report of the State Superintendent
t{1645,; pp. 4451 contains an-
other communication from Mr. Town in which he makes several recommendations
for holding institutes. Among these are the following two:*
"I think it advisable, that the oounty and town superintendents mutually
unite in calling the teaohers to form an institute. By this joint oo-oper-
ation,a more general attendanoe will neoessarily be secured.
"The oounty superintendent, by virtue of his office, holds the right of
governing the institute, and direoting its operations; yet he may, and
ought to counsel and advise with the board of instruotion, as to any, or
all matters appertaining to the oommon interest." (Annual Report of the
Superintendent of the Common Schools of the State of New York, made to the
Legislature January 15, 1845, pp. 445 ).
While these county superintendents had no legal power to compel indif-
ferent teachers to attend these institutes, yet from the statement of Mr.
Town it will be seen that the influence of these superintendents as school
officials had a decided tendency to secure interest and attendance. For
this reason the institute became an established institution for the train=-
ing of teachers while the old voluntary associations failed because of
the lack of that peouliar official influence.
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The later reports of county superintendents indicate that the teachers
were better Qualified in those counties which had held teachers' insti-
tutes. Supt. Charles Sentell of Seneca county in his report made Nov. 12, 1844
said:-
"A number of the teaohers who have taught in this oounty during the past
year, oame from the oountiee of Tompkins and Cayuga, and it is highly
oreditable to the manner in whioh the sohools are managed in those oounties
that I found the teaohers who oame from them highly oapable in point of
learning, and very devoted in their occupation. " (Annual Report of the
Superintendent, made to the Legislature Jan. 16, 1845; pp. 323).
S.Robertson who succeeded Demean as superintendent of Tompkins county
was like him an enthusiastic advocate of the teachers' institute. Supt,
Robertson claimed that they "have wrought out great and lasting good for
the schools of Tompkins county", and have "accomplished more for the advan-
cement of schools than any other single movement He, too, thought the
state ought to give them financial support (pp.352). The same ideas are
expressed in the report of the State Superintendent , S.Young, to the Leg-
islature, January 1845 (pp. 16):-
"In no less than seventeen of the largest oountiee teaohers' institutes
have been established during the past two years, in whioh upwards of one
thousand teachers nave been instructed during periods varying f^om two to
six or eight weeks, immediately preceding the commencement of their re-
spective terms of instruction, by the most competent and experienced edu-
cators whose servioe oould be prooured, in conjunction with the oounty
superintendent. These associations are wholly voluntary, and the expenses,
including board, tuition, and the use of convenient rooms, apparatus, &c,
,
have hitherto been defrayed exclusively by the teaohers. The course of in-
struction oonsists generally of a oritioal and thorough review of all the
elementary branches reguired to be taught in the oommon sohools, full ex-
positions and illustrations of the most approved methods of oommunioat ing
knowledge to the young, and of theproper government and discipline of
sohools, and a mutual exohange of Views and opinions among the teaohers,
instructors, and superintendents. AmonjJ th<| _ t"8 numerous improvements whioh the
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•iperienoe of the past imperfections ha* introduced into practical opera-
tion of our system of common schools, there is none which combines so
much utility end vslue ss these local and temporary institutions; and in
the judgment of the Superintendent, they are highly deserving of legisla-
tive aid."
d.Did Supt.Denman Conceive the Idea of the Teaohers^nst it ute?
The accounts given in the State Superintendent's Report of New York
would lead one to think that J.S.Denman,Supt.of Tompkins Co.conceived the
idea of the teachers' institute. However, we know that Barnard in 1839 held
a similar meeting of teachers at Hartford, Connecticut and that the Boston
Academy of Music had inaugurated an annual meeting of music teachers as
early as 1834. The character and method of instructing the teachers were
alike in each instance, but the length of the term of the New York meet-
ings was only one-thirs as long as Barnard' "Class". It is probable that
the idea of a teachers' institute did not originate with Supt.Denman or
Salem Town. Similar ideas had been in circulation for sometime. We are
informed in Barnard' American Journal of Education for September 1866
(Vol, lo, pp. 395; foot note ) that "in the spring of 1841, and again in the
summer of 1842, Mr . Barnard met Mr. Town, and other teachers and schoolmen in
Western part of New York, and in these interviews discussed the various
ways of improving the qualifications of young and inexperienced teachers,
and particularly the permanent Departments in certain Academies as in New
York, and that of itinerating Normal Classes as had been proposed and
tried in Connecticut". However, we must give Supt.Denman the credit for
demanding compulsory attendance and establishing the name for this class
of teachers' meetings. Yet the name was not altogether new.
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4. KINDRED ORGANIZATIONS IN WHICH THE WORD "INSTITUTE* FORMED
A PART OP THE NAME.
The term "institute" had been used in a variety of waya. Among these we
will note some uses which were closely related to that of teachers'
institute. Voluntary associations for mutual improvement were frequently
called institutes.
a. Aasooiat ions for Mutual Improvement.
Some of these mutual improvement societies were for general culture.
Such was the Hartford Young Men's Institute which is described in the
August number of 1838 of the Annals of Eduoation(Vol. VIII, pp.380 ) "a8 an
association of spirited young men for the promotion of their own intellect
ual and moral improvement." The term was applied to mutual improvement
organizations composed of persons belonging to a particular occupation.
The mechanics institute founded early in the nineteenth oentury is an
example.
b. Aesooiatione Composed of Teaohere and Friends of Education.
The word "institute" formed a part of the name of many organizations
composed of teachers and friends of education. Academic Institute was the
name of a local association of teachers organized at Cincinnati, Ohio in
1829. In 1831 this organization became the Western Academic Institute
and Board of Education (Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1898
-99;
Vol. I; pp.707- 710 ). The next year it became more than a local organ-
ization and its name was changed xo the Western Literary and College of
Professional Teachers. Perhaps, the most noted of these associations is
the American Institute of Instruction organized in 1830. The name first
proposed was The New England Association of Teachers, but was ! not adopted
because the membership was not composed exclusively of teachers aaa people
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from New England. The Illinois Institute of Education, composed of an asso-
ciation of the friends of education,, was held at Vandalla, February 13,
1833. The local executive committee in their annual report to the Western
Literary and College of Professional Teachers for 1835 proposed a
National Institute of Teachers;-
"Let associations, for the advancement of eduoation, be formed in New
England, in the Middle States, in the South, and in the Great Valley; and
when all these have set and deliberated, and published to the world their
labors, let a National Institute of Teaohers be formed by delegations from
these four ireat branches". (Fifth Annual Report, pp. 14 ).
The Annals of Education for F4b.l837 ( Vol.VII, pp.90 ) and for July 1838
(Vol. fill; pp. 331) each devote about a page to the Educators' Institute, at
Franklin. Mass. "The Society is styled the 'Educators' Institute'. and is
composed of members or graduates of the High School, recommended by the
Board of Directors, as qualified to teach a Common English School". The
regular meetings of the association are held in May and December. At these
meetings, questions connected wfth instruction are discussed, and lectures
given by experienced teachers. The object of the society is thus stated
in the constitution:
-
"The object of the society, shall be to elicit the most successful modes
of instruction by the personal experience of it 8 members and otherwise,
and secure the co-operation and enlist the interest and influenoe of
parents in the great oause of eduoation."
©.Associations for the Purpose of Interesting People in
Popular Education.
The term was frequently applied to another kind of society whose purpose
was not so much to discuss principles and methods of instruction as to
create a sentiment in favor of schools and education. The Virginia Insti-
tute of Education organized September 29,1831 had as its object " to
collect and diffuse such information as will calculate to improve the
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oharacter of common schools and other literary institutions". (Annals of
Education; Vol. Ill, pp.696). The Louisiana Institute fofc the Promotion of
Education was organized in December 1838 for the same purpose (Annals of
Education; Vol. IX, pp.96)
.
d.Seoondary Sohools and Higher Institutions of Learning.
The term institute was often applied to secondary schools and higher
institutions of learning. Oberlin College was called during the 30's
Oberlin Collegiate Institute. At Marietta, Ohio there was established early
in the 30' s a secondary school which was called the Institute of Education.
(Annals of Education; Vol.1, pp.328) . About 1838 Miss Beecher founded the
Western Female Institute at Cincinnati. Not all of these schools were con-
fined to Ohio. The Annals of Education for May 1836 devoted a page to a
college in New Hampshire by the name of New Hampton Baptist Institute. In
the October number for 1838 there is an account of the Columbia Female
Institute, Tennessee. While the purpose of this type of collegiate insti-
tutes is to furnish a liberal education, most of them make prominent the
fact that they have departments for the preparation of teachers.
e.Nornal Schools.
The first use of the expression "teachers' institute.", which I find, is
in an act of the Ohio State Legislature passed February 27,1834. This was
an act chartering an institution with collegiate privileges for the
education and training of teachers. The passage of the act was secured
through the influence of the local executive committee of the Western
Literary Institute and College of Professional Teachers, and so reported
to that body at its annual meeting held at Cincinnati, October 1834 (Fourth
Annual Report ).The following extract from the act shows the use of the
expression , "teachers* institute".
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"AN ACT to Incorporate the Teachers' Institute.
"WHEREAS, it has been reported to the General A Bsembly that a literary
institution, devoted to the instruction of professional teaohers, is much
wanted within this state, and would be of muoh publio utility: Therefore,
SEC.l. Be it enaoted by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio, That
there shall be established and instituted, in the name hereafter direoted
,
a college for the establishment of candidates for the professional sohool
teaohers, and for the purpose of qualifying such teaohers in the best
manner to instruct and govern schools and other seminaries of learning, and
to advance the intellectual and moral cultivation of youth.
SEC. 2. That Lyman Beeoher,John P.Foote, Calvin Fletober, Nathan Guilford,
Jeptha D.Garrard, Thomas J. Mattews, Albert Picket, sen.
, Thomas Quinan, and
David L.Taibot, and their associates, be
, and they are hereby oreated a
body oorporate and politic, , by the name and style of the
"teaohers 1 institute," an by that name and as such they shall have power
to hold real and personal estate
_ #
SBB.3. That the or ganizat ion, management and control of said oollege shall
be subject to and conducted by a board of nine trustees of whom not less
than three nor more than four shall be professional teachers
SEC. 6. That the instruction in said oollege shall be oonfined to suoh
pupils as shall wish to beoome professional teaohers of schools and semin-
aries of learning, and the oourse of studies and exercises taught and
pursued therein, shall be suoh as shall be deemed best calculated to pre-
pare and qualify the studentB for the pursuit and profession of instruct-
ing yputh, and for the promotion of eduoation and virtue: Provided, that
there shall be no theological or medioal professorship in said oollege, nor
seotarian views of any partioular denomination taught therein.
— — — — — -» —
.
(Acts of a Looal Nature, passed at the first session of 32nd General
Assembly of the State of Ohio, begun December 2, 1888
; pp. 217. )
The expression "teachers' institute is used the next time as the title
of an article in the August number (1837 ) of the Annals of Education.
In this article the writer says there is an "Institution for Females at
Le Roy, in the state of New York. One of the principal objects is to pre-
pare young ladies to become teachers. It is under the care of MissF.F.
Ingham, and two or three assistants. The present number of pupils is

about one hundred. Miss Inghan was once a pupil of Miss Grant, and she
appears to have Imbibed much of her spirit."
We do not find the expression"teachers* institute" used again until
supt.Deniran of Tompkins Co. New York applied it to his gathering of teach^
ers in April 1843.
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5. RHODE ISLAND, 1844.
In October following the spring in which the first teachers institute,
ftQrnamfid, was held, Henry Barnard made an address before the Legislature
of Rhode Island on "The Ways and Means of Introducing and Improving a
School System". Among other things he suggested "a diligent attendance "
of teachers on formal "instruction and lectures" by "older and eminent
teachers" in "conventions, associations, Normal Classes, (Institutes),
and Seminaries (Normal Schools)". (Earnard: American Journal of Education;
Vol. 15; pp.405). In December of this year, 1843, Mr. Earnard was appointed
Commissioner of Public Schools of Rhode Island. As a means of improving
the schools he at once proceeded to carry out the suggestions he had made
to the legislature. In September 1644 he organized in Washington county
a teachers' institute. The first and second articles of the constitution
read:-
"This sooiety sbll be called the 'Teachers' Institute* of Washington
County. Its object shall be to improve Public Schools by frequent meetings
of teaohers, to disouss the respective methods of each in government and
manner of communicating instruction,- mutually to inoourage each other
in oovering the various difficulties to be met with by all faithful teach-
ers,- to communioate information derived from experience or from other
souroes, and to secure addresses of practical character*. (Rhode Island
Institute of Instruction; pp. 88),
In January 1845 the friends of popular education from all parts of
Rhode Island held a meeting at Providenceand adopted a constitution which
was styled the Rhode Island Institute of Instruction. In pursuance of
the object for which this Institute was established, - "the improvement
of public schools and other means of popular education in this state" a
paper was published during 1845 and 1846 by the name of the Journal of the
Rhode Island Institute of Instruction, of which Henry Barnard was the
editor. This association was not a teachers 1 institute in the modern sense
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Its membership was composed of friends of education rather than teacher
and its purpose was to create a sentiment in favor of popular education
rather than the improvement of teachers.
6. OHIO, 1845.
According to an article entitled "System of Common Schools in Ohio", by
William T. CoggeshaU, State Librarian, (Barnard: American Journal of Educa-
tion; Vol.6, pp.90 ) Henry Barnard "visited Ohio in 1842 - 1843
, and again
in 1846. He made addresses before the Western College of Teachers at
Columbus, in January, 1843, and in several towns and cities in the north-
ern and southern portions, and assisted the zealous friends of progress
materially by his practical suggestions, and by showing the people, whom
he met, what had been done in other states, and what there was need of, and
opportunity for, in Ohio". As a result of his visit, the Erie County asso-
ciation for the Improvement of Common Schools issued a call for the first
teachers' institute in Ohio which was held at Sandusky from the 2nd to the
12th of September. The call was issued on the suggestion and mainly at the
expense of Hon.Ebenezer Lane who had been in consultation with Mr. Barnard
as to the best means of improving school conditions. (Barnard: Ametican
Journal of Education; Vol. 15, pp. 401)
.
Institutes in Ohio did not come through the initiative of school officials
as in other states because at this time there were neither county nor
state supervisory officers. At this period, education in Ohio was at a low
ebb. The friends of education organized for the purpose of improving the
common schools, and as one of the means they held a teachers* institute
whose aim and purposes were the same as those held in New York. This is
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shown by the fact that they secured for their principal instructor Salem
Town who had been one of the leaders of the movement in New York. He was
assisted by Dr. A.D.Lord, Principal of the Western Reserve Teachers' Semin-
ary, and M.F.Cowdery, an assistant teacher in the same institution. The
second session was held at Chardon, Geauga county, in October, 1845. It was
conducted by Dr.Lord,M.F.Cowdery, and M.D.Leggett. The number in attendance
was one hundred fifty. In 1846 teachers 1 institutes were held in at least
seven counties (History of Education in Ohio; A Centennial Volume; pp.317)
.
Dr.Lord as an educational leader took a prominent part in the development
of the teachers:' institute in this state. As editor of the Ohio School
Journal he gave the result cf his experience and study as to the general
plan of conducting these institutes in the number for September 1847 (pp.
129\).
The beet mode of securing to teachers such education as the interest of
our youth and the well-being of the county require is, doubtless, through
the medium of the Normal Sohoole, or Teachers* Seminaries, devoted entire-
ly to this work; but in the absence of such schools, and of any adequate
provision for their education, the only mode in which the present gener-
ation of teachers can be improved* aside from their own unaided efforts
for self-improvement) is through the agency of Teachers' Institutes.
"The exercises of a well- conducted institute continued for two weeks
may be divided into three general olasses.
I. A review of the branches usually taught in the common schools, with
exemplification of the mode of teaching and illustrating those branches to
the different classes of pupils, and of introducing general exercises and
instruction in other subjects which should be taught orally in all of our
schools.
II. Lectures on the classification of pupils, the theory of teaching, the
duties of the teacher both as an instructor and educator, and the best
modee of governing schools, securing order, regularity in attendance, dil-
igence in study, propriety in deportment, Ac.
III. Evening lectures intended to enlarge the views of teachers, and to
awaken the community to more lively and intelligent interest in the oause
of eduoation.
"
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In an article on this class of neetines, Dr.Lord ?ave in the Ohio School
Journal for September 1846 (pp.36 ) a brief, fairly accurate account
of the teachers' institute.
"The first important application of the plan in this country with whioh
we are acquainted, was made by the Boston Aoademy of Musio in their
annual oourse of instruction to teaohers, oommenoed some ten years sinoe.
The first instance in whioh it was employed for the improvement of the
teaohers of oommon schools, was in Hartford, Connect iout, in the fall of
1839. At that time a 'Teachers* or Normal Class' was formed and instructed
for four (six) weeks, under the direction of Hon. H. Barnard, Commissioner
of Common Schools for the State, and the claee was again assembled in the
spring following.
"In the spring of 1843, the name of 'Teachers' Institute was applied to
a school of this kind in Itaoa,N.Y. I n the fall of 1848 a oourse of
instruction almost precisely similar to that pursued in the Institutes
and continued for two weeks, was given to the students of the Western
Reserve Teachers' Seminary, which has been repeated in the fall term of
each year sinoe; though no soho«l of that MM. was assembled in Ohio
till the fall o>f 1845. at Sandusky.
"The Hon. H.Barnard, therefore, has the honor of first employing this
mode of instruction for the benefit of oommon schools, and the State of
Connecticut the misfortune of failing to appreciate, adopt , and carry out
the plan; Mr.Denman
,
of New York, the oredit of reviving it and giving it
a popular name, and teaohers of New York of appreciating and successfully
applying it".
V 1 "1
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?• MASSACHUSETTS, 1846.
A little more than a year and a half after Denoan held the first teach-
ers* institute in New York, Horace Mann in his Eighth Annual Report
(<December1844) urged its" adoption in Massachusetts, "Why cannot this plan
of Teachers* Institutes originating in New York, be adopted in Massachus-
etts ?," he asks, "We have borrowed her system of District Libraries, and
it has found almost universal favor amongst our citizens. She has borrowed
our system of Normal Schools.
. Let us now adopt the system of
Teachers' Institutes which she has projected."
a.Souroe of Financial Aid.
He asked a "small bonus" to pay the expense which the legislature did
not see fit to grant. However, a friend of education furnished the nec-
essary funds and during the next October and November he held four -insti-
tutes,
- the first of which was held at Pittsfield beginning October 21,
1846. In his next annual report he gave a full account of these institutes.
As to the source of the funds and his plans of expending the money we
quote the following extract:
-
"Early last sunnier, when explaining to that liberal and well known
friend of our Common Schools, the Honorable Edmund
,
D
"ight, the advantages
whiob might «oorue from holding Teachers* Institutes in Massachusetts; and
stating my apprehensions to him, that an obstacle to their adoption might
arise from their expense, whioh the oountry teachers, oa aooount of their
small compensation, might feel unable to incur; he generously placed at my
disposal the sum of one thousand dollars, to be expended in such manner as
might be deemed most expedient for promoting the objeot. This sum was
amply sufficient for a fair trial of the experiment, as will be seen by
the following plan: Suppose the number of four Institutes to be deoided on
suppose ten working days to be fixed upon as the time for their oontinu-
anoe; and suppose a bounty of two dollars, defraying the expenses of board,
to be offered to each of the first hundred who should apply for admission
as members,- there would still remain a sufficient sum to pay for rooms,
I
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lights, attendance, and to forth, and to defray the actual expenses of
teaohers and leoturers. It was presumed that a sufficient number of teaoh
ers and leoturers oould be found, whose personal sepvioes would be gratu-
itously given for so noble an object;- an expectation whioh was not dis-
appointed. "
b. Description of Mann's Institute as a Type,
In the Circular Letter announcing these institutes we note that each
member "must be provided with a Bible or Testament; with a slate and
pencil, with pen, ink, and paper; with geography and atlas, and with the
reading book for the first class, which is most generally used in the
neighborhood whence he comes. Each one must also have an English diction-
ary,"
In describing the work of these institutes Mann tells us in his Ninth
Report that before beginning the real work certain preliminary topics
were "taken up, separately considered and disposed of". First, the mis-
chiefs of absence and tardiness were commented upon". The members of the
institute unanimously "signified their determination by uplifted hand
neither to be tardy nor absent during the entire session. Second, "the
subject of communication with each other while the exercises of the insti-
tute were going on, either by whispering, or in any other mode,- was then
considered. After pointing out the "mischief of whispering in school", "all
the members who resolve to abstain from communication were re-
quested to signify by the uplifted hand. To this, an affirmative response
was unanimously given". Mann tells us that in one or two instances, a
departure from the rule was noticed. At the next opening, the fact of an
observed infraction of the compact was briefly averted to; without, however,
any mention of names". Third, "the subject of commanding the attention was
introduced,- the power of concentrating the mind upon a given point, and
holding it there until its purpose is acheived." The value of this habit
J J
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was considered and the way the members of the institute may increase their
power of concentration was pointed out. It was made clear to the institute
that not only the outward bodily form of attention but also the inward
attention of the mind was desired.
"Some writer has made the supposition, that, after the servioe of prayer
hould be olosed in the ohuroh, the audienoe should see written upon the
walls, all the thoughts in whioh eaoh member had indulged during the ex-
eroise. Doubtless it would be one of the most astounding disolosures
ever made I Yet the flieglggVCg would not alter the
_f<aai • In the eye of
oonsoienoe, all wrong is the same, whether known in the bosom of its author
only, or written upon the oonoave of the sky.
"I know not whether the above oonsiderat ion had any effeot upon the mem-
bers of the institute, to whom they were addressee/; but more attentive
and devoted auditors than they afterwards were, I never beheld."
Fourth, each member was made responsible for the neatness and cleanli-
ness of his own seat and space around it. Fifth, the book agents had inter-
rupted the proceedings in some of the institutes of New York. Rules were
laid down governing their activity.
"After the above preliminaries, the regular exercises of the institute
were commenced. Instruction was given in hand-writing, and good hand-
writing was analyzed into its elements;- in reading, in correct pro-
nunciation and enunciation, and above all, the doctrine was enforced that
children should be made to understand what they read; in orthography and
syllabication, particularly in regard to the classes of words most frequent
ly mis-spelt or mis-divided; in some of the general laws of the language,
of which grammar is a more or less perfect collection;- in geography and
map drawing;- in the principles which should govern in the classification
of schools; in vocal music;- in the indispensableness of moral culture, &c,
&c. Observations on the best method of teaching each branch were inter-
spersed in all the exercises pertaining to that branch. Each subject was
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explained in the manner,-although, of course, with more condensation and
brevity,- in which it should be explained to a class of children. Differ-
ent methods of proceeding were not only explained, but exemplified. The
members were taken to the black-board to solve problems and to draw maps.
After a subject had been gone over by the teacher, some experienced mem-
ber of the institute,- and several were present who had taught more than
twenty years,- was requested to take the platform, and repeat the method
exhibited, or suggest a new one. And, at last, the whole subject was
thrown open, to give each one an opportunity to present his views, or the
results of his experience? In closing the report, Mann said:-
"On the whole, the first experiment, in Maaaaohuaett a, of Teaohera' In-
atitute8, has been eminently 8Uooeasful.
"I hope it may be deemed adviaable by the Board to oommend BeaoherB*
Inatitutea to the patronage of the Legialatuwe. Though no subatitute for
the Normal Sohoola, yet they have the same objeot in view,"
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IV. THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE HELD UNDER THE DIRECTION OF SCHOOL
OFFICIALS WITH LEGAL SANCTION.
Barnard in 1889 asked the state legislature of Connecticut to grant
financial aid for the purpose of "promoting and securing the qualifications
in teachers for the common schools of Connecticut". A1J. the school
officials who held teachers' institutes sought legislative sanction and
especially financial support from the state.
1. RHODE ISLAND 3AVE LEGAL SANCTION',
, JUNE , 1845.
Before Barnard held the first institute in Rhode Island, he had submitted
to the legislature in May 1844 a "Draft of a School Law" which made the
teachers' institute a part of the school system. The "Draft" was accom-
panied with "Remarks" explaining its various provisions. The following
is the section relating to teachers' institutes and normal school as passed
the House of Representatives in June 1844 and an abstract of the- "Remarks".
"7. To establish at least one Model Sohool and Teaohers' Institute in
eaoh oounty, and one thoroughly organised Normal Sohool in the state,
where teaohers, and suoh as propose to teaoh may become acquainted with
the most approved and successful methods of arranging the studies, and
oonduoting the discipline and instruction of publio schools."
"REMARKS. By a Teaohers' Institute, is meant all whioh is generally un-
derstood by a Teaohers' Association, and something more. It is the organ-
ization of the teaohers of a town, oounty, or state, for the improvement
in their profession, by meeting fora longer or a shorter time for a
thorough review of the studies of the publio schools, under teaohers of
acknowledged reputation, as well as for lectures, discussions and essays
on the various methods of sohool discipline and instruction, ©ne of the
earliest attempts to establish these institutions, was made in Conneotiout,
under the auspioes of the Sohool Board of that State, in 1840 (1839).
They are now very numerous in the State of New York, and have been pro-
ductive of the happiest results". (Journal of Rhode Island Institute of
Instruction: pp. 117, ne ).

As finally passed by the legislature June 27,1845 that part of the
section relating to Model Schools was omitted. The first legal provision
for teachers* institutes authorized and made it the duty of the Com-
missioner of Public Schools "to establish Teachers' Institutes and one
thoroughly organized Normal School in the State, where teachers, and such
as propose to teach, become acquainted with the most approved and suc-
cessful methods of arranging the studies, and conducting the discipline
and instruction of public schools". ( Journal of Rhode Island Institute of
Instruction; pp. 137, 138 )
f
2. MASSACHUSETTS GRANTED FINANCIAL SUPPORT, MARCH, 1846.
Massachusetts was the second state to make legal provisions for holding
teachers 1 institutes, notwithstanding Horace Mann, in his Report of 1849
(page 133), said that "Massachusetts was the first state to afford leg-
islative encouragement to Teachers' Institutes". I D March 1846 the leg-
islature of Massachusetts placed *2,500 a-year at the disposal of the
Board of Education to defray certain expenses incident to this class of
meetings, and authorized the Board to appoint a time and place for an
institute whenever seventy teachers shall desire to form one, and to re-
main in session not less than ten working days - provided that not more
than $200 is expended on any one institute. The provisions of the law
were modified in 1848 and again in 1849 so that the Board could hold an
institute upon the petition of fifty teachers and the period of each
session was left to the judgment of the Board. ( Report of the Massachus-
etts Board of Education for 1849; pp. 189, 199, 205,.)
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4. OHIO SET ASIDE A FUND FOR THE PURPOSE
, FEBRUARY, 1847.
The third state to make legal provision for teachers* institutes was
Ohio. However, the law was not general in its application. It applied
only to those counties in which institutes had been held. (Barnard:
American Journal of Education; Vol, 15. pp 404 ). As to the early legal
provisions in this state we quote from "Education in Ohio", "A Centennial
Volume published by the authority of the General Aasembly, 1876 (pp.319 ).
The General Assembly of the State passes an aot to encourage institu-
te., February 8.1847. This aot was applioable only to the oounties of
Ashtabula. Cuyahoga, Delaware, Erie, 3eauga,Lake. Lorain, Medina.Portage, Sumit,
and Trumbull. By its provisions, the oounty commissioners of these oounties
were author iaed, but not required, to appropriate fpr their encouragement
•the annual avails or any part thereof of the funds created by the in-
vestment of the exoess over five per cent, of the interest received on
each county's share of the United States surplus revenue fund, distributed
to the several states in 1887. The amount appropriated was to be 'paid
ever to and expended by the county examiners of the proper county; the one-
half thereof, at least, to the payment of suitable persons as instructors
and lecturers to such association, ,,'and the balance to the purchase and
support of a suitable common school library for suoh association 1
. The
benefits of the institutes were to be enjoyed, without change for tuition,
by all teachers of the common schools in the county, and by any person
intending to beoome a common school teacher within twelve months of the
holding of a session.
"This aot was amended February 24,1848, by providing that 'all the
money u.ed under the provisions* of the aot 'in purchasing libraries,
shall be used in purchasing suitable common school libraries' for the
common school districts in the oounties that were in the possesion of the
funds named in that aot. In 1847 and 1848, institutes were held in most of
the oounties to which the act was applicable, but the amount of money ap-
propriated by oounty oommissioners for their support can not be ascertained
It could not have been very large, however
.
f9 r neither common school nor
teachers' libraries are known to have been sustained in the oounties des-
ignated during those years.
The failure of this act to accomplish the purpose intended, led to the
passage of an amendatory act, February 16,1849. The oounty commissioners of
the oounties named above were authorised to appropriate an amount suf-
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fioient to make up the sum of one hundred dollar.. whenever, for any cause,
the avails of the funds designated in the aot should be less than that
sum. The appropriation was to be made from 1 any moneys in the oounty
treasury, not otherwise appropriated'. In oase there should not be any
moneys at the disposal of the commissioners, they were authorixed to levy
a tax for the purpose named. No part of the money appropriated oould b'dpaic
over to the oounty examiners legally, exoept upon petition of at least
forty praotioal teachers, who should declare their intention to attend
the institutes in their respective counties, and who were residents of the
county in which the application was made. The payment and appropriation
were to be approved and recommended by the board of examiners, and
before any part of the appropriation oould be legally paid over, a sum
equal to at least one-half of the sum for which they petitioned was to
be raised by the teachers.
"The provisions of the aot were extended to all the counties of the
state by an amendatory aot passed February 24,1849. a large number of
institutes were held in 1849 and 1850. The number of teachers in
attendance in 1850 was about 1500."
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4. CONNECTICUT CAVE LEGAL SANCTION, MAY, 1847.
After Barnard's efforts in 1833 and 1840 to secure instruct-
ion for the teachers of Connecticut by means of lectures, no other
teachers' meetings of this kind were held in the state for more thai
six years. In the meantime each of the adjoining states was seeking
to improve its teachers by means of institutes. Two of these had
recognized the benefits of teachers' institutes by making provisions
for them by legal enactment. Each of the adjoining states had estab-
lished a normal school. A few friends of education realizing the
backward state of affairs held a meeting at Hartford, October 1846,
"to take into consideration the condition of public schools, and
especially the necessity of a more thorough preparation of teachers"
(Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools of Connect! cut ,1857
)
At once they began an agitation for a normal school and provided
funds for holding a teachers' institute. Through their influence «tl
next session of the General Assembly, May 1847, a resolution was
passed directing the Superintendent of Common Schools to employ four
or more suitable persons to hold at two or more convenient places in
each county, between the 15th day of September and the 31st of Oc-
tober, 1847, two or more schools for teachers, for the purpose of
instruction in the best modes of governing and teaching our public
schools
.
"In compliance with this resolution, the Superintendent made
Provisions for sixteen institutes, two for each county in the state.
In the following year, 1848, sixteen institutes were again held un-
der the direction of the Superintendent of Common Schools. The Gene-
ral Assembly, May session, 1849, passed an act establishing the
State normal School, and authorizing and directing -v. r/,~. • + .
—
_
6 'u cn the superintendent
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to hold one institute in each county in the state (Report of the
Superintendent of Common Schools of Connecticut, 1857).
5, NEW YORK GRANTEE A SPECIFIED AMOUNT TO EACH COUNTY
NOVEMBER, 1647.
Under the direction of the county superintendents, Hew York
took the lead in the development of teachers' institute. The State
Superintendent in his report bearing the date of January, 1846, says
"teachers' institutes and teachers' drills have been held during the
last year in nearly thirty counties in the state, and were attended
by more than three thousand school teachers for periods varying from
two to four and eight weeks of continued session". After discussing
the value of these institutes, he recommends that some pecuniary aid
and encouragement should be granted to the members attending these
institutes by the legislature (Randall: The Common School System of
Hew York, 1851, pp.61). A bill was introduced in the legislature
"appropriating one hundred dollars to each county in which an insti-
tute shall be established", but was not passed into act (Barnard:
American Journal of Education, vol. 15, pp. ).
The next year, ITovember, 1847, the legislature passed an act
abolishing the office of County Superintendent of Common Schools. At
the same time the legislature passes an "Act for the establishment
of Teachers' Institutes", by which the sum of sixty dollars was ap^
portioned annua] ly from the income of the United States Deposits Fund
payable on the order of the several county treasurers, to be expen-
ded for the use and benefit of teachers' institutes, in each of the
counties of the state where a majority of the town superintendents
shall unite in desiring its expenditure for this purpose, and file i
certificate thereof with the clerk. An advisory comittee, consisting
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of three of such town superintendents, is required to be appointed
by the county clerk, to make the necessary arrangement s for organiz-
ing and managing such institute, and public notice to be given by
him to teachers and others who may desire to become such, specifying
the time and place of meeting of such institute. The advisory com-
mittee is also authorized to procure the services of suitable lectur-
ers and teachers for such institute. Whenever the county treasurer
shall receive satisfactory evidence, that not less than fifty, or in
counties whose population is under thirty thousand, not less than
thirty teachers, or individuals intending to become such within one
year, shall have been in regular attendance on such institute for
ten days, he is authorized and required to audit and allow the ac-
counts of such advisory committee, not exceeding the sum of sixty
dollars, for the expenses of such institute (Randall: The Common
School System of the State of New YcrL, 1851, page SS).
Vi CONCLUSION.
Our purpose has been to set forth the conditions and influences which
led to the establishment of the teachers' institute. The facts
which we have adduced tend to show that
m factors which led to the establishment of normal schools oontrib .
uted also toward the founding of teachers' institute. It grew out of
the educational revival and was first established in this country
during the second quarter of the nineteenth century.
l. is eapi:arc THE FATHER CF THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE?
Will S. Monroe calls Henry Barnard the father of teachers'
institutes (Educational Labors of Henry Barnard, pp.14). Although
Barnard made many addresses urging the establishment of insti
as a means of improving the teach 3. we have shown that the idea
tj u. o es
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was not original with him. The first suggestion of the idea, that
we have been able, to find, was in 1881 when George Ticknor gave as
a purpose for the organization of a proposed "society of education"
the "aiding of instructors in the discharge of their duties" "by in-
stituting lectures on the various branches". Prof. Ticknor thought
there might come from such an association an "unparralleled amount
of public and private good". But "when, where, and by whom the under
taking should be commenced" he could not tell. There is\a possibi-
lity that the idea was not original with hirn for he was a student
in Germany from 1815 to 1819.
Two years after the "society of education" had been proposed
and while Barnard was a junior in college, Josiah Kolbrook began,
about 1828, his propaganda for the organization of teachers' asso-
ciations as a branch of the American Lyceum, and showed that where-
ver they had been formed the schools had greatly improved. In his
effort to improve the teachers by this method, he had the support
and encouragement of Willi a* Russel, the editor of the American
Journal of Education. In 1831 or the year following Barnard's gradu-
ation from college William C. Woodbridge, who had traveled extensive-
ly in Europe and who had visited the schools of Switzerland and Ger-
many, began a series of articles in the Annals of Education on the
subject of foreign teachers' conferences and associations as a means
of improving popular education. He showed that teachers' meetings of
this kind were important agencies in the hands of the school offici-
als for the improvement of the teachers and the schools. These ar-
ticles together with the influence and efforts of Iloolbrock created
a public feeling that teachers should seek to improve themselves
through associations of various kinds. To afford them this opportu-
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nity "temporary courses" were provided by various organizat ions; and
these courses, when undertaken, proved their value as a means for
the training of teachers and showed the poeeibili ties of the plan.
While Barnard was reading law, the Boston Academy of Music was
organized under the leadership of William C. Woodbri dge and Lowell
Mason. In the fall of 1834 the Academy assembled the teachers of voc-
al music for the purpose of giving instruction in the methods of
teaching music. This meeting of the music teachers was called a
"Teachers' Class" and its methods of instruction were similar to
those of the teachers' institutes of a later date.
About two year* after the Eoston Academy of Music had inaugu-
rated the "Teachers' Class", Prof.Ticknor and two other eminent
friends (Everett and Silliman) of the Barnards persuaded Henry Bar-
nard's father to furnish the funds to enable his son to travel in
Europe. Henry left for Europe just after his admission as an attor-
ney-at-law, and before entering upon the practice of his profession
(Will S. Monroe: The Educational Labors of Henry Barnard). Temporary
normal schools were attempted in New York as early as 1837, — about
the time Henry Barnard was returning from Europe. "Temporary courscs'1
as provided by private enterprise failed because the teachers could
not afford to pay a fee which would support the enterprise. Voluntary
associations of teachers failed because the great mass of the common
school teachers lacked the professional spirit. As an experiment
Henry Barnard provided at his own expense in 183S a series of lectur-
es for the improvement of the teachers. He was the first school offi-
cial in this country to assemble teachers for this purpose. Twenty
six young men attended and formed what was then called a "Teachers'
Class".
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Buperintendent Denman of Tomkins County, N.Y., gave this class
of teachers' meeting a popular name in 1843 and emphasized for the
first time compulsory attendance. Teachers* institutes developed
rapidly in New York under the direction of the county superint endents,
owing, perhaps, to the influence of these superintendents in issuing
certificates. Barnard as Commissionar of Common Schools of Rhode
Island secured in June 1845 the first legislative recognition of
teachers' institutes. The action of Rhode Island was followed the
next year by that of Massachusetts, Two years later, 1847, Ohio and
Hew York incorporated them into their school law. Other states soon
followed.
3. IS THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE A PECULIARLY AMERICA!:
T M ci in t mTT f t r\ HT «>
JLU OhI JL J. v i. - i
Occasionally, we find statements which intimate that teachers'
institutes are peculiarly an American institution. Perhaps, Francis
Adafs in the "Tree School System of the United State " was the first t©
give expression to this opinion. "So far as I know? says .Adams/She teachers'
institute is exclusively an American institution" (page 187). Boone
in his "Education in the United States" quotes indirectly from Adams
by saying that the institute "has been characterized as a peculiarly
American institution" (page 123). Ruediger in his monograph on
the "Agencies for the Improvement of Teachers In Service" (page 10)
intimates the same thing. However, the idea itself, as we have shown
on page
,
came from Germany and Switzerland and for this reason
can not be a peculiarly American idea.
3. r:r:- anu by whom was the first institute held?
The question is often raised as to when, where and by whom the
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firet teachers' institute was held. The answer to bhie question de-
pends upon what is meant by a teachers' institute. If it means the
first neetina oi' teachers so designated, it dates fro* 164*, when Supt.Den-
man organized a teachers' institute in Tompkins county
, New
York.- The expression had been applied to a normal school
which was chartered by the legislature of Ohio in 1834 but which
never went into operation. If by a teachers' institute is meant the
calling together of the teachers by the school officials regardless
of the purpose of the meeting and the length of the session,, then
the Boston Primary School CommitteeId the first institute in 1838
If the length of the session is a factor in defining an institute,
as Ruediger intimates, then the meeting of the Boston primary teach-
ers was not an institute. Neither S§S - Barnard's Teachers Class of
1839vbela teachers' institute, but a summer normal school. The first
meeting of teachers called together by a school official for a sess-
ion of not less than three nor more than ten days was that held by
Superintendent Denman, If this is the essential feature in a teachers'
institute, Superintendent Denman of Tomkins County, New York, held
the first institute in 1843. If by teachers' institute is meant a
"temporary normal school" for the purpose of receiving and imparting
instruction in regard to the art of teaching without considering the
source of control, then the first was held by the Boston Academy of
»maic in 1834. If a teachers' institute is an assembly of teachers
under the direction of a school official for the chief purpose of
improving them in their profession, then the first one was held by
Barnard in 1839. If only those assemblies of teachers can be called
teachers' institutes for which there has been made some legal pro-
vision
,
then Barnard as Commissioner of Public Schools of Rhode
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Island held the first one in 1845.
4. THE FINAL WORD.
Our investigation shows that the teachers' institute owes its
origin first, to the influence of the American Lyceum which advocat-
ed associations of teachers for professional improvement j attMifoL*
the influence of foreign teachers' conferences and associations undei
the direction and control of the school officials; and thirdly,™ the
influence of good results arising out of the temporary courses for
teachers as provided by private enterprise. The teachers' institute,
like many of the institutions of society, is the result of growth
and development. Its establishment can not be attributed to any one
person or to any particular year.
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